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The major purpose of this study was to identify 
behaviors used by academic department chairpersons to 
assist faculty professionally and to describe condi-
tions which affect those behaviors. Descriptive re-
search design was employed in this study with major 
emphasis on the interview method of data collection and 
subsequent descriptive analysis. The survey population 
was 30 academic department chairpersons representing ten 
of the twelve North Central Region Land-Grant Colleges 
of Agriculture. 
Six case studies were presented to demonstrate how 
chairpersons assist "troubled" faculty. Chairs were 
convinced that many potential problems could be averted 
by frequent interaction and continual monitoring of 
faculty performance. Department heads identified numer-
ous behaviors to support the "movers", reduce the number 
and magnitude of faculty problems, and foster early 
detection of those that did occur. Most administrative 
behaviors were learned "on the job" and from other 
department heads. The behaviors were most influenced by 
two conditions: (1) the declining resource base, (2) 
support from higher administration. 
The implications of the study relate primarily to 
training and support of academic department chairpersons 
with emphasis on institutional policy and practice. 
The development of pre-service and in-service training 
directed toward faculty development and other issues 
confronting academic department chairs is warranted. 
The impact of chairpersons' effectiveness as faculty 
developers could be enhanced by more direct institu-
tional support. In this regard, deans and other admin-
istrators in Colleges of Agriculture can assist chair-
persons in their efforts to enhance faculty growth and 
development by: (1) selecting academic department heads 
based as much on management qualifications as the per-
son's reputation as a scholar; (2) providing pre-service 
and in-service training in human resource management; 
(3) evaluating chairpersons in part on the basis of 
successful faculty development efforts; and, (4) recog-
nizing and rewarding efforts to enhance the growth and 
development of faculty. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A college or university is only as good as its 
faculty. As Dressel (1981) writes, "The major work of 
the university is done by the faculty .•. and coordinated 
by administrative sources" (p. 27). Indeed, the faculty 
together with academic department heads in particular, 
are key to the successful operation of the university. 
Given the importance of faculty within the institution, 
their development and continued productivity becomes 
critical to the vitality of the university. While much 
has been accomplished in meeting the evolving develop-
ment needs of faculty, attention to the state of the 
professoriate is especially critical today as environ-
mental conditions in higher education continue to dete-
riorate (Blackburn & Baldwin, 1983, Kanter, 1979, 
schuster & Bowen, 1985). The reality of declining en-
rollments and diminishing resources has caused faculty 
to see themselves as "stuck" in the career structure of 
the organization (Kanter, 1979). These and additional 
factors including the phenomenon of the aging professo-
riate, the drop in real pay, and the growing employment 
of part-time faculty may cause a substantial number of 
the best people to leave higher education (Schuster & 
Bowen, 1985). Those who remain may need help to remain 
vital, productive members of the institution. These 
factors contribute to a need for renewed interest -in 
faculty development. 
A variety of approaches to faculty development 
exist in institutions of higher education. Faculty de-
velopment efforts have focused on the personal and pro-
fessional needs of faculty in the organization and more 
recently on all aspects of the faculty member's life. 
The first programs in the contemporary faculty develop-
ment movement emphasized instructional improvement as 
research efforts of a number of scholars focused on 
college teaching (Centra, 1976; Hildebrand, Wilson & 
Dienst, 1971; McKeachie, 1969). Later the institution's 
responsibility to the personal and professional growth 
and development of faculty was acknowledged spawning the 
organizational development movement (Bergquist & 
Phillips, 1975; Lawrie, 1979; Schmuck, 1972; Toombs, 
1983, 1985). Recent faculty development efforts address 
the needs of faculty as they pass through various stages 
of chronological maturation (Baldwin, 1984). Sometimes 
referred to as the developmental approach, faculty de-
velopment in this arena falls within the context of 
adult and career development (Baldwin & Blackburn, 1981; 
Freedman, 1979; Hodgkinson, ·1974; Levinson, 1978, 
Schein, 1978; Weathersby & Tarule, 1980). 
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One promising and economical approach to faculty 
development builds on the current institutional struc-
ture by working through "first-line" administration in 
higher education, the academic department chairperson. 
If, as Dressel (1981) suggests, most faculty find that 
their immediate concerns and involvement in the institu-
tion are through their departments, then department 
heads are in a particularly pivotal position to encour-
age, support, and recognize growth and development ac-
tivities of their faculty. 
While department heads acknowledge their responsi-
bility for the enhancement of faculty growth and devel-
opment (Boice, 1985), they are poorly prepared to assume 
this role. Most department chairs are promoted to these 
positions through the academic ranks with little or no 
leadership training and without a clear understanding of 
the skills of managing and facilitating the growth of 
faculty and staff. Knight and Holen (1985) contend that 
this inexperience " ... intensifies the need for informat-
ion concerning the behavior characteristics of depart-
ment chairpersons who are perceived to be effective" 
(p. 685). 
Most investigators, while acknowledging the devel-
opment of faculty as a legitimate function of the de-
partment head (Bragg, 1980; McLaughlin, Montgomery & 
Malpass, 1975; Smart & Elton, 1976) and even a preferred 
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role (McLaughlin, et al., 1975), have limited their 
discussions to the identification of roles rather than 
an examination of specific behaviors. Tucker (19ff4) and 
Bennett (1983), for example, described the roles, func-
tions and responsibilities of department chairpersons 
based on data collected from over 1,000 administrators 
since 1980. other investigators have studied the com-
plexity of the role (Bragg, 1980; McLaughlin, et al., 
1981; Smart & Elton, 1976) with emphasis on the techni-
cal functions (e.g., budgeting, scheduling) rather than 
the human resource functions (e.g., leadership, person-
nel and program planning, problem-solving). Wheeler, et 
al., (1986) described the roles and activities used by 
outstanding department heads to assist faculty growth 
and development. The researchers concluded that the 
chairpersons have little or no training for the roles 
identified. 
These studies suggest that while numerous roles and 
functions of the academic department chairperson have 
been identified, there is more written about the "tech-
nical functions" than the "human resource functions". 
In addition, studies identifying specific behaviors used 
by department heads are limited. What is needed is more 
research on the "practical dimensions" of the position 
(Tucker, 1984) with major emphasis on the identification 
of "behavior characteristics" of effective department 
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(Knight & Holen, 1985). This study attempts to 
need by identifying specific behaviors used by 
department chairs to assist faculty profes-
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to examine behaviors 
of academic department chairpersons from the North Cen-
tral Region Land-Grant Colleges of Agriculture who have 
significantly enhanced the professional growth of facul-
ty in their departments. Specifically, the objectives 
of this study were to (1) identify excellent department 
chair behaviors that assist faculty professionally, and 
(2) describe conditions which affect these behaviors 
(e.g., factors that influence behaviors, sources of in-
formation that helped chairpersons arrive at these beha-
viors, satisfactions and dissatisfactions, and advice to 
new chairs). Excellent chairs were selected from a list 
generated by each College of Agriculture dean and Col-
lege of Agriculture chairpersons on the campus where the 
chairs work. 
Major Research Questions 
The study addressed the following questions: 
1. What are the behaviors excellent chairpersons 
employ to assist faculty professionally? 
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2. Are there specific conditions that influence 
behaviors (e.g., factors that influence behaviors, 
that help chairpersons arrive at 
behaviors, satisfactions and dissatisfactions, and 
to new chairs)? 
Definition of Terms 
Academic Department: The basic administrative unit 
of the college housing a community of scholars that is 
relatively autonomous and responsible for instruction 
and research within a specialized field of knowledge 
(McHenry, p. 2, 1977). 
Academic Department Chairperson: The designated 
individual charged with the management of a department 
and responsible to the dean of a college or comparable 
administrator. For the purpose of this study, no dis-
tinction is made among the titles department chairper-
son, department chair, and department head. 
Excellent Chairperson: Academic department chairs 
who significantly enhance the professional growth and 
development of faculty in their units as identified by 
deans and department chairs. 
Faculty Development: Programs and activities which 
help faculty to be more effective in their professional 
roles. It includes a concern for improving the condi-
tions of student learning, awareness of changes in the 
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of the professor, and involvement in the overall 
effectiveness of the institution (Freedman, 1973). 
North Central Region: A designated region of the 
Agriculture Division of the National Association of 
state Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC). 
The region includes twelve states: Nebraska, Illinois, 
Kansas, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, and Michigan. 
Assumptions 
This study was conducted within the framework of 
the following assumptions: 
1. The chairpersons see the development of faculty 
as part of their role and responsibility. 
2. The selection of excellent chairs in Colleges 
of Agriculture will provide a fair and representative 
sample of the larger population. 
3. The use of survey research was adequate for 
collecting data on behaviors utilized by department 
chairpersons to enhance faculty growth and development. 
4. The answers given by excellent chairpersons to 
the survey questions were objective and to the best of 
their personal opinions and beliefs. 
5. The study relied on the population judgement of 
the deans and chairpersons in the identification of ex-
cellent chairs. 
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Delimitations 
The study was conducted under the following delimi-
1. This study was primarily concerned with the 
utilized by excellent department chairpersons 
to assist faculty professionally. 
2. The design for the study was descriptive. 
3. The population involved in the study was con-
fined to chairpersons in Colleges of Agriculture identi-
fied as "excellent" by deans and chairpersons. 
Significance of the Study 
In general, chairs remain largely unstudied (Miles, 
1983; Weinberg, 1984). Past studies have limited their 
discussions to the identification of roles and functions 
and responsibilities of department chairs (Bennett, 
1983; Tucker, 1984). No substantial examination has been 
made of the behaviors chairs use to assist faculty 
professionally. There is, then, an important need to 
conduct research on behaviors of chairs that further 
faculty growth and vitality in a department. In addi-
tion to expanding the research base on academic depart-
ment heads and exploring the behaviors of chairs as 
faculty developers, information gathered in this inves-
tigation could provide chairpersons, both new and expe-
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rienced, with proven methods for assisting faculty pro-
fessionally. 
Since most successful administrative development 
programs use experienced chairs to educate new chairs 
(Booth, 1982; Bragg, 1981), further significance of 
this study is seen in its potential for providing infor-
mation which could be used by administrative development 
practitioners. Finally, faculty could benefit from the 
study as chairs begin to initiate effective development 
behaviors within their units. 
Organization of the Study 
After the introductory Chapter I, the remainder of 
this dissertation is presented in four additional chap-
ters. 
A review of the literature relative to the major 
areas of concern in this study with the major emphasis 
directed toward the role of the department head and 
current trends in faculty development is contained in 
Chapter II. 
A discussion relevant to the research methods used 
in this study is provided in Chapter III. 
The results of the data and a discussion of those 
results are presented in Chapter IV. 
A summary of the study and conclusions drawn from 
the research efforts are given in Chapter V. Implica-
tions and recommendations conclude the chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The academic department has traditionally main-
tained a central position in the organizational struc-
ture of colleges and universities. Heimler (1967) sug-
gests that eighty percent of the academic decisions made 
in the university are made at the department level. 
Numerous authors label the academic department 
vital to the functioning of the university (Corson, 
1975; Dressel, et al., 1970; Euwema, 1953; Heimler, 
1967; McHenry, 1977; Waltzer, 1975) and key to the 
successful achievement of the university's mission of 
teaching, research, and public service (Anderson, 1968; 
Dilley, 1972; Ikenberry & Friedman, 1972; Roach, 1976). 
As Bennett (1983) asserts, "It is at the department 
level that the real institutional business gets conduct-
ed" (p. 1). Given the importance of the academic de-
partment within the institution, the department head 
becomes a critical link, fostering the professional and 
intellectual development of his or her faculty while 
providing leadership to accomplish the university's 
mission. Clearly, the department head working closely 
with faculty enhances the effective operation of the 
university. Murray (1964) concurs, indicating " ... the 
relative success of the governance within an academic 
institution is measured not so much by the success or 
skill with which it is governed at the top but by the 
Success and skill with which its basic academic units 
govern themselves" (p. 236). 
The level and quality of interaction between the 
department head and faculty is determined in part by the 
manner in which the department is governed. If the 
department head functions in such a way as to stimulate 
creativity and cooperation among faculty, the productiv-
ity and reputation of the academic institution will be 
enhanced. 
This literature review first examines research on 
the governance of academic departments and the roles, 
functions and responsibilities of department heads. A 
discussion of the trends of the faculty development 
movement follows. A review of the appropriate ownership 
of faculty development efforts concludes the chapter. 
The Academic Department Head 
Governance 
Bennett (1983) suggests that each department head 
should be clear about the character of his or her au-
thority, " •.. each chair must recognize the difference 
between power over others that comes from the position 
itself and power with others that comes from one's own 
personal resources" (p.13). Researchers who have inves-
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tigated the scope of the chairman's authority or modes 
of decision making in academic departments have found a 
wide variation. For example, Caplow and McGee (19"65) 
identified seven types of department chairmen in their 
study of five public and four private institutions. The 
authors offer a feudal analogy to the authority of the 
department chair's position identifying, for example, 
" ... the -robber baron' who functions as an absolute 
autocrat, -the Lord of the Mountain Fief' who is apt to 
be a benevolent despot; the yeoman farmer' who toils in 
his fields with his men and is distinguishable from them 
only occasionally, and the -boy ruler' who does the work 
of the chairmanship for his elders, while taking orders 
from them" (p. 168). 
Dressel, Johnson and Marcus (1970) also classify 
department heads according to the level of participation 
by department members in the decision-making process. 
Six cateogries were identified including autocratic, 
paternalistic, oligarchic, bureaucratic, democratic, or 
laissez-faire. Dressel et al. (1970) have also classi-
fied the department head decision making process as a 
continuum along which the performance of certain admin-
istrative tasks are measured. In their study of depart-
ment heads at fifteen major universities, the authors 
suggested that the administrative styles of department 
12 
could be labeled as "doers", "delegators", and 
according to the activities they performed. 
Murray (1964) examined departmental development at 
universities and concluded that while departments 
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•.. possessed no common departmental organizational 
structure ..• collectively they displayed a discernible 
pattern of department development which was intimately 
connected with university size, general campus admini-
strative complexity and institutional prestige" (p. 
He identified five stages of departmental devel-
which range from autocratic headship in the 
small, less prestigious department to progressively 
larger prestigious departments in which the head has 
less formal power. 
Other environmental factors are linked to varia-
tions in departmental decision making organization. 
Researchers find this decision making organization var-
ies by discipline, the differing intellectual paradigms 
of departments (Demerath, stephens, & Taylor, 1967), and 
by issue (Hobbes & Anderson, 1971). In the view of these 
researchers, expectations about the developmental role 
of the department head are likely to vary from depart-
ment to department and from issue to issue and may be 
contingent, to some degree, on the field of the depart-
ment and as Murray (1964) suggests, on its size, pres-
tige, and stage of development. 
A study by Hill and French (1967) presents data 
apparently contradicts the conclusion of Murray. 
study in five state supported four-year col"leges 
two western states examined the power of department 
as perceived by faculty. However, since their 
criterion measure was faculty perceptions rather than 
observations as recorded in the Murray and Cap low and 
McGee studies, their conclusions must in part be quali-
(perceived power versus systematic observation). 
Hill and French sample was consistent with those 
institutions in Murray's Stage 1 and Stage 2, dictato-
rial department chairmen. However, in the Hill and 
French study, " .•• faculty felt the department chair had 
less influence than any other group in the university, 
even less than faculty" (p. 558). The validity of both 
studies can be questioned--Murray's on the basis that 
observations were too casual; Hill and French's on the 
basis of a sample limited to a homogeneous group of 
institutions and the criterion measure of the faculty 
perception of power rather than actual power. 
Gross and Grambsch (1968) in their survey of fac-
Ulty and administrators at 68 universities, identified 
perceptions of the department chair's power which are 
similar to. the perceptions recorded by Hill and French. 
Chairs were perceived to possess less total power than 
any other internal constituency except students. They 
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ted that " ••. the faculty is usually rated as having 
power than do departmental chairmen as a group" (p. 
At the same time, the authors suggest that a range 
power of chairs exists across institutions 
least in some institutions, " ... chairmen as 
a group are perceived as having considerable say in 
decision making" (p. 93). Hill and French (1967) con-
tend that the greater the power of the academic depart-
head, the greater the level of faculty satisfaction 
and the greater the likelihood of improved faculty pro-
ductivity. Gross and Grambsch concur " .•• where chairmen 
are powerful (relative to their counterparts at other 
universities), the well-being of the faculty receives 
heavy stress ... and the professional development of the 
faculty are matters of concern" (p.93). 
Although these studies suggest that each institu-
tional and departmental case with respect to the chair's 
authority must be weighed separately, in general the 
effective department chair exercises influence rather 
than formal control. The successful chairperson, ac-
cording to Peterson (1970), " ... adopts an administrative 
style which is personally supportive, fosters communica-
tion, involves as many as possible in decision making 
and relies on expertise, as opposed to one who uses 
bureaucratic techniques" (p. 5). 
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Description 
Katz and Kahn (1966) contend that administra~ors in 
tutions of higher education possess much less power 
authority figures in other types of organizations. 
phenomena of limited power is particularly dis-
to the academic department head as he confronts 
sElenllngly limitless roles. To be sure, an astonishing 
:,,~riety of tasks and duties face th8 department head. 
roles, functions, and responsibilities of department 
were described by Tucker (1984) based on data col-
from over 1,000 administrators since 1980. In a 
ect funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Tucker 
designed and tested a model for planned change in higher 
education that would enhance the planning, management 
leadership competencies of department chairs within 
nine institutions of the state university system of 
Subsequently, information was gathered from 
department chairs in colleges and universities outside 
of Florida. Based on this work, Tucker identified sev-
eral categories of responsibilities, including depart-
ment governance, instruction, faculty and student af-
fairs, external communication, budget and resources, 
office management, and professional development. In the 
case of professional development, Tucker identified 
specific ways in which the department head can assist 
faculty growth and development including: 
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Foster the development of each faculty member's 
special talents and interests 
Foster good teaching in the department 
stimulate faculty research and publications 
Encourage faculty members to participate in region-
al and national professional meetings (p. 3). 
Faculty development is identified by other investi-
gators as a legitimate function of the department head. 
Montgomery and Malpass (1975) gathered in-
formation from 1,198 department heads at 32 Ph.D.-grant-
ing public institutions in the United States. They iden-
tified three roles of the department head: (1) the 
academic role which consists of involvement with stu-
dents and research; (2) the administrative role of 
record keeping and a link with the rest of the institu-
tion; and, (3) a leadership role of personnel and 
program development. 
Using data from the McLaughlin et al. study, Smart 
and Elton (1976) identified 27 department head responsi-
bilities which they combined into four roles: (1) the 
faculty role of personnel development and morale build-
ing; (2) the coordinating role of planning and repre-
senting; (3) the research role of grant management and 
graduate student supervision; and, (4) the instruction-
al role of teaching, advising, and record keeping. 
In an unrelated investigation, Bragg (1980) iden-
tified four role orientations characterized by a primary 
focus on faculty, external relations, program, or man-
agement. Using information gathered from 39 department 
17 
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heads at Pennsylvania State University, she examined the 
socialization of academic department heads to the head-
ship role. Sixteen of the 39 heads interviewed were 
found to concentrate their efforts more on the faculty 
orientation role than the other three roles. These 
heads " .•. described their primary responsibilities as 
recruiting, developing, and evaluating faculty members, 
facilitating the work of the faculty, reducing intra-
departmental conflict, and improving faculty morale" 
(p. 116). 
Although department heads prefer the duties asso-
ciated with professorial and development roles, they 
usually spend more time performing tasks of the manage-
rial role (McLaughlin, Montgomery, & Malpass, 1975). 
This is substantiated by Waltzer (1975) who states that: 
The chairman .•. agreed strongly that their time 
and energy are so consumed with clerical 
paperpushing and routines that they cannot 
adequately do the desired job of leading, 
planning, developing, relating, coordinating, 
and evaluation. The busy work is shoving out 
academic and professional leadership ( p. 16). 
These researchers and others (e.g., Baldridge, 
1971; Bennett, 1982; Booth 1982; Bragg, 1980) suggest 
that role conflict is a major problem of department 
heads. "Indicative of this is the fact that department 
heads have variously been described as arms of manage-
ment, arms of administration, the grass roots adminis-
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tration, liaison men, and forgotten men" (Sharma, p. 35, 
It would appear from the research cited above 
that department heads are especially vulnerable to pres-
resulting from role conflict because of differ-
ences in role perceptions and expectations. Others, 
however, challenge this notion. 
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Falk (1979) examined the role of department chairs 
as perceived by faculty, chairs and higher administra-
tors at the State University of New York at Buffalo. 
Respondents were asked to indicate whether or not 46 
activities were the responsibility of the department 
head. The 46 activities were divided into six categor-
ies: (1) production activities; (2) maintenance activi-
ties; (3) supportive activities; (4) boundary (institu-
tional support) activities; (5) adaptive activities; and 
(6) selected managerial activities. Falk found a high 
level of agreement between the three groups questioned. 
Siever, Loomis, and Neidt (1972) surveyed faculty 
and administrators to determine their perceptions of the 
role of department heads at two land-grant universities. 
The respondents were asked to rank characteristics of 
effective departmental chairmen. Again, faculty and 
administrators generally agreed on what chairman charac-
teristics were most and least important. Those charac-
teristics identified as most important centered around 
internal responsibilities of the chair, e.g., devel-
oping outstanding students, developing good teaching. 
least importance were characteristics centering 
involvement outside the department. 
Although these studies indicate general agreement 
appropriate functions of the department head, 
behaviors appear to confirm the presence of role 
guity. Moses (1984) interviewed faculty in one 
alian university to determine expectations and 
rr.~n,tions of their head's role. Faculty stressed the 
"encouragement" function, i.e., " ••. staff wanted 
head to encourage good teaching in the department, 
stimulate research and publications, and to take 
account of each staff member's special talents and in-
In reality the majority of faculty con-
that while research and publication was encour-
department heads rarely noted excellence in teach-
suggesting a difference between faculty expectations 
the department head and demonstrated behavior. 
On the basis of the research cited above, the 
aepartment head role can best be described as multifac-
Four separate sub-roles can be identified: a 
role; a representer role; a development role; 
and a professorial role (Bragg, 1980). Since most heads 
were once faculty (Knight & Holen, 1985; Tucker, 1984), 
there is less difficulty associated with performing the 
professorial role (in spite of time restraints) because 
of known expectations. The three remaining roles, how-
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ever, present department heads with a continuing search 
for clarification. 
The representer role, for example, requires mental 
agility and acumen. Since a department head is usually 
a member of the university faculty and has at some point 
in time been a full-time teaching member of the faculty, 
he or she may feel comfortable representing the views of 
faculty to higher levels of administration. The depart-
ment head, however, must advocate on behalf of the 
college's and university's interest to his faculty 
(Brann & Emmet, 1972). "He or she has the dual obliga-
tion of interpreting to the administration the needs and 
wishes of the department and of communicating to his 
colleagues the basis for decisions made by the dean ..• " 
(Corson, p. 251, 1975) and other administrative offi-
cers. This potential source of stress between the chair-
man and the members of his or her department has been 
identified by Caplow and McGee (1965) as the 'Swivel 
Effect' in which " ••• the chairman finds himself in the 
middle between his allegiance to his faculty on the one 
hand and his responsibility to and need in higher admin-
istration" (p. 167). 
Although efficiency and effectiveness of the de-
partment head in the managerial role is more easily 
demonstrated and evaluated than success in other roles, 
it remains a source of ambiguity (Dressel, 1981). Since 
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most heads of academic departments are promoted from the 
faculty ranks, they have excelled in teaching and re-
search rather than management. As manager, the depart-
ment head assumes responsibility in faculty and support 
personnel actions, facilities and work scheduling 
(Millett, 1978), and administering the department budget 
(Tucker, 1984). It is not uncommon for department heads 
to spend more than 50 percent of their time in such 
administrative endeavors (Davidson, 1967). Although 
recent attention to the development of managerial compe-
tencies for department heads is apparent (Bennett, 1983; 
Booth, 1982; Tucker, 1984), the managerial role contin-
ues to be a source of stress and frustration. 
"The department head's development role consists of 
planning and policy making in the areas of personnel, 
curricular and research programs, and budgeting" (Bragg, 
p.12, 1980). Expectations regarding the development 
role are especially unclear in the area of faculty 
development. Traditionally, faculty development was 
accomplished through participation in conferences, con-
sulting, or an occasional sabbatical. The chair merely 
encouraged such participation and occasionally provided 
travel funds. Faculty often relied on the infusion of 
new ideas through the appointment of new faculty. With 
the advent of declining resources in higher education, 
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traditional methods fall short of satisfying the 
needs of an immobile faculty. 
At this point, research on the role of department 
has concentrated on describing the department's 
organization for decision-making (Caplow & McGee, 1965; 
Dressel, Johnson & Marcus, 1970; Hill & French, 1967; 
Gross & Grambsch, 1968); Murray, 1964). Other studies 
have examined the responsibilities of the department 
head (McLaughlin, Montgomery & Malpass, 1975; Smart & 
Elton, 1976; Tucker, 1984) identifying four separate 
sub-roles: a managerial role; a representer role; a 
development role; and a professorial role, (Bragg, 
1980). While most investigators acknowledge the develop-
ment of faculty as a legitimate function of the depart-
ment head, few have examined specific behaviors used by 
effective chairpersons to assist faculty professionally. 
Faculty Development in Higher Education 
Background 
Faculty development in higher education is a term 
used to describe programs and activities which help fac-
ulty to be more effective in their professional roles. 
In addition, it includes a concern for improving the 
conditions of student learning, awareness of changes in 
the role of the professor, and involvement in the over-
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all effectiveness of the institution (Bakker, 1977; 
Freedman, 1973). 
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In the early years of the American university sys-
tem, faculty were expected to be responsible for their 
own development. The institution encouraged this devel-
opment providing sabbatical leaves, funds, and release 
time to pursue scholarly interests (Stinnett, 1962). 
Faculty, then, were to ensure their continued profes-
sional status through study, research and publishing. 
Although changes have occurred in faculty development 
programming during the intervening years, today nearly a 
century later, faculty continue to be primarily respon-
sible for their own development. After reviewing the 
literature and identifying twenty-five institutions with 
professional development programs, Belker (1985) notes 
that most programs operate under traditional concepts of 
faculty development which place responsibility for de-
velopment on the individual faculty member. Eash and 
Lane (1985) concur. "The chief way of dealing with 
faculty development appears to be on an individual basis 
with heavy reliance on individual faculty initiative to 
seek out professional growth ..• "(p. 133). 
This section of the review of literature first exa-
mines the unique needs of faculty and conditions stimu-
lating faculty development efforts. A discussion of 
approaches to faculty development with emphasis on par-
and ownership follows. A review of the chair-
~;,~p'rson's role in faculty development concludes the 
of Faculty 
Members of any profession need to maintain compe-
tence and keep abreast of new information, methods, and 
technologies in their fields. Faculty in institutions 
of higher education, however, face unique needs that 
must be addressed (Hapberg, 1981). First, there is 
little or no orientation upon entry into the profession. 
Second, the faculty role generally includes the compo-
nents of teaching, research and service, each of which 
is in conflict with the other. 
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Bergquist and Phillips (1975) note that most col-
lege professors are not trained to teach. In addition, 
teaching seems to hold low status in the reward struc-
ture (Astin, (1985). Moses (1985) supports this finding 
noting that " •.• higher education staff are expected to 
learn on the job with little extrinsic reward for parti-
cipation in instructional improvement activities" (p. 
81). Moses also found that new faculty desired more 
support for research activity through opportunities to 
work on research projects with senior professors. These 
and similar conflicts brought about by the various fac-
ulty roles should be the target of faculty development 
efforts. 
In addition to these special needs of faculty, 
in the growth and direction of higher education 
fostered the faculty development movement. In 
mid-1960s increasing enrollment and high mobility 
in accelerated growth and turnover in faculty. 
blood kept the atmosphere of the academic 
ol'acln~zation active and vibrant. During the 1970s, with 
students entering institutions of higher educa-
the demand for faculty was reduced. This resulted 
lower faculty mobility and hampered the university's 
lity to meet the changing needs of students by re-
stricting the influx of new ideas. These and other 
dramatic changes reinforced the need for faculty devel-
opment (Blackburn & Baldwin, 1983; Hodgkinson, 1985; 
Schuster & Bowen). 
Conditions stimulating Faculty Development Efforts 
During the 1970s, colleges and universities were 
with a significant change in both the student and 
population (Nelson & Siegel, 1979). The move-
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toward mass education produced a more heterogeneous 
student population and the older student became a reali-
ty (Preus, et al., 1979). This increase in nontradi-
tional students with different goals, expectations, and 
learning styles required faculty to make adjustments in 
the classroom. Significant changes also occurred in the 
faculty ranks. Faculty hired during the 1950s and 1960s 
earned tenure and, for a variety of reasons, chose to 
stay, creating an aging professoriate. These professors 
entered higher education during the boom years and, con-
sequently, had high expectations which have not, and are 
not likely to be fulfilled. 
Those faculty who began their careers in the 1950s 
and early 1960s experienced another source of stress. 
Initially, their primary function was teaching. Today, 
faculty are expected to emphasize research leaving older 
faculty feeling disenfranchised and bitter (Lawrence, 
1984). It has also created resentment in younger facul-
ty who feel, justifiably, that expectations for promo-
tion and tenure have been increased (Schuster & Bowen, 
1985). 
In the decade of the eighties, more than ever be-
fore, the condition of institutions of higher education 
in general, and of the professoriate in particular, is a 
major concern (Blackburn & Baldwin, 1983; Kanter, 1979; 
Schuster & Bowen, 1985). The reality of declining en-
rollments and diminishing resources continues to cause 
concern on most college and university campuses across 
the country. These trends are likely to continue 
(Hodgkinson, 1985) resulting in lowered faculty mobili-
ty, a sharp decline in real earnings (Schuster & Bowen, 
1985) and fewer opportunities for personal and profes-
sional development (Kanter, 1977). During any period of 
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change, a central issue which must be addressed is 
an organization can maintain academic excellence 
fostering faculty vitality. Faculty develop-
programs present institutions of higher education 
with opportunities to keep faculty current and build 
excellence from within. 
Approaches to Faculty Development 
A variety of approaches to faculty development 
exist in the literature. This diversity is healthy in 
that it permits advocates of faculty development to 
address very different faculties and to interact with 
them in various circumstances. Some generally accepted 
approaches are discussed in this section. 
The first programs in the contemporary faculty 
development movement emphasized instructional improve-
ment due, in part, to the efforts of a number of schol-
ars engaged in research on college teaching (Centra, 
1976; Hildebrand, Wilson & Dienst, 1971; McKeachie, 
1969). These researchers and others attempted to rede-
fine "good" teaching and instructional development be-
came a major focus of effective teaching. Hildebrand, 
Wilson and Dienst (1971) attempted to measure effective 
teaching by supplementing traditional student surveys 
with collegial ratings and self-evaluations. The accura-
cy of rating instruments in the evaluation of teaching 
was also addressed by Hoyt and Howard (1978). These 
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studies reflect an emphasis on the empirical approach to 
evaluating instruction. Similar efforts have focused on 
instructional development. 
In a survey of Illinois faculty and administrators 
at a public university, a private university, and a 
community college, Eash and Lane (1985) reported that 
most programs were aimed at improvement of instruction 
and failed to address the broader issues related to 
institutional mission or the conditions of declining 
resources and changing needs. Similar studies about the 
effectiveness of faculty development programs have been 
conducted (Braxton, 1978; Crow et al., 1976). All re-
veal that the instructional function has been overempha-
sized to the virtual exclusion of professional develop-
ment. Nevertheless, Bergquist and Phillips (1981) advo-
cate the improvement of instruction as the legitimate 
focus of faculty development programs " •.. we continue to 
emphasize instructional development and offer some of 
our own ideas about the ways in which a variety of 
instructional methods can be responsive to the increas-
ing diversity of student needs, interests, and learning 
styles in the 1980s" (p. vii). Although instructional 
improvement is a valid part of faculty development, to 
conclude that instructional development is the only 
legitimate subject of faculty development is to suggest 
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teaching is the only activity that faculty engage 
professionally. 
According to some researchers, one area of faculty 
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which has not been adequately addressed 
the framework of the faculty development movement 
research component (Wheeler & Creswell, 1985). 
research development efforts are generally lim-
to traditional activities such as sabbatical 
grant writing workshops, and travel to profes-
(>s~ondl conferences. As institutions of higher education 
emphasize the research role of faculty 
lSchulster & Bowen, 1985), the need for more broadly 
ned faculty development programs becomes apparent. 
efforts which include activities focusing on re-
skills could enhance the scholarly productivity 
faculty. 
Another view of faculty development emphasizes the 
ln~ritution's responsibility to the growth and develop-
nt of faculty. Blackburn and Baldwin (1983) note that 
organizational development perspective is built on 
the assumption that individuals have an inherent capaci-
ty and desire for growth, and it is to the institution's 
advantage to promote that self-actualization. Numerous 
written about such topics as managing 
change and organizational development in higher educa-
tion (Argyris, 1962; Baldridge, et al., 1983; Etzioni, 
Miles, 1965). All concur that persons working 
an organization who are affected by its proce-
structures and methods should be involved in 
developmental programs. 
Recent faculty development efforts address the 
needs of faculty as they pass through various stages of 
chronological maturation (Baldwin, 1984). sometimes 
referred to as the developmental view, faculty develop-
ment in this arena falls within the context of adult and 
career development (Baldwin, 1979; Freedman, 1979; 
Schein, 1978; Weathersby & Tarule, 1980) which maintains 
adult development like adolescence, is character-
primarily by growth. From the works of Levinson 
Maslow (1970) and others, this approach has been 
publicized. Baldwin (1984) notes that " ... profes-
progress through a series of sequential career 
characterized by different demands, motivations, 
rew"rn<:, and professional development needs" (p. 46). 
Schein (1978) focuses attention on this approach 
identifying three basic career stages. In the first 
the faculty member focuses on assuming the appro-
role, contributing to the organization, and at-
taining permanent membership. In the academic environ-
, tenure would represent. completion of this stage. 
second stage is marked by attention to one's spe-
In this stage the worker has to cope with 
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1; Miles, 1965). All concur that persons working 
an organization who are affected by its proce-
structures and methods should be involved in 
developmental programs. 
Recent faculty development efforts address the 
needs of faculty as they pass through various stages of 
chronological maturation (Baldwin, 1984). sometimes 
referred to as the developmental view, faculty develop-
ment in this arena falls within the context of adult and 
career development (Baldwin, 1979; Freedman, 1979; 
Schein, 1978; Weathersby & Tarule, 1980) which maintains 
that adult development like adolescence, is character-
ized primarily by growth. From the works of Levinson 
(1978) Maslow (1970) and others, this approach has been 
widely publicized. Baldwin (1984) notes that " ... profes-
sors progress through a series of sequential career 
stages characterized by different demands, motivations, 
rewards, and professional development needs" (p. 46). 
Schein (1978) focuses attention on this approach 
identifying three basic career stages. In the first 
stage, the faculty member focuses on assuming the appro-
priate role, contributing to the organization, and at-
taining permanent membership. In the academic environ-
ment, tenure would represent. completion of this stage. 
The second stage is marked by attention to one's spe-
cialty. In this stage the worker has to cope with 
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~bmpetition from newcomers, becomes a mentor, and fo-
more attention on a balance between work and 
. 
ly responsibilities. In the last stage, tasks of 
two continue but time is spent on preparation for 
re'ment and disengaging from the work environment. 
acknowledge the existence of faculty career 
characterized by specific motivations and needs 
Idwin, 1984; Lawrence, 1984). It must be cautioned, 
iliClWE,v,=r, that individual differences exist within each 
stage necessitating multiple development ap-
From a major focus on instructional improvement to 
emphasis on organizational development, programs 
are moving toward development of the faculty mem-
in all aspects of his or her professional and 
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sonal life with consideration to the needs of faculty 
they pass through various career stages. Additionally 
now advocate development programs which extend to 
lude faculty spouses (Hapberg, 1981). While the 
of authors conclude that faculty development 
approacnles should seek to address issues involving the 
person, on the whole, current faculty develop-
programs continue to emphasize instructional im-
activities. In addition, faculty continue to 
primarily responsible for their own development 
Belker, 1985; Eash & Lane, 1985), a situation which 
SUggests little significant departure from the approach 
of the early 1900s. 
Faculty Participation in Development Programs 
Centra (1976) examined the extent of faculty parti-
cipation in various development activities, their per-
ceived effectiveness, and how development programs were 
funded and organized in 756 institutions of higher edu-
cation across the United States. Five categories of 
practices were identified: (1) workshops, seminars or 
similar presentations; (2) assessment procedures; (3) 
media, technology, or course development activities; (4) 
institution-wide practices including sabbatical leaves 
or teaching awards; and (5) a miscellaneous set of five 
practices. Data were collected from faculty development 
directors, faculty working part-time as coordinators of 
development activities, and deans. Centra concluded 
that there was a wide variation in programs in faculty 
development. Some colleges had a few uncoordinated 
practices, some had limited faculty development pro-
grams, while others reportedly had development programs 
which appeared to operate on the fringes of the institu-
tions. Such peripheral efforts generally experienced 
minimal faculty participation. 
Bergquist and Phillips (1975) and Toombs (1983) 
note that participation in faculty development programs 
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hampered by the absence of any recognized 
between individual change and its subsequent 
on the institution. Changes in the individual 
the organization, and there are problems if pro-
change people without considering the impact on 
organization. Too often, faculty have been trained 
do something through an aggressive faculty develop-
effort simply to find that the institution does not 
it (Bergquist & Phillips, 1981). 
Others suggest that participation in faculty devel-
opment programs could be enhanced if more attention were 
focused on determining the needs of faculty (Blackburn & 
Claxton & Murrell, 1984; Nelson, 1983). 
Tucker (1981), for example, notes that faculty must per-
ceive the need to change before they will make a commit-
to any development activity. 
Lovett (1984) described a technique for determining 
developmental needs of faculty called the Faculty 
Audit. The audit includes two parallel 
questions, one set to help faculty assess their 
professional situations and relationships to the insti-
tution and the other set to help administrators analyze 
how the institution provides for faculty growth and 
development. Lovett thought that the audit could lead 
to a clarification of both faculty and administrator 
expectations which could facilitate faculty development 
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program planning. Development activities based upon 
this and other needs assessment instruments could pro-
mote faculty participation. Belker (1985) challenges 
this notion. He contends that the faculty most in need 
of revitalization, as measured by poor student evalua-
tions and sparse research activity, are the ones least 
likely to participate. Moses (1985) concurs that even 
when faculty are interested in development programs, 
their participation is not guaranteed. 
One reason for this lack of interest may be the 
result of the mistakes made during the early stages of 
the contemporary faculty development movement. The 
method of initiating faculty development programs often 
created problems. For example, adminstrators brought in 
consultants to "deal with" faculty obsolescence. In 
addition, consultants often over-estimated the power of 
their ideas to bring about change (Nelson & Siegel, 
1980). such approaches left faculty justifiably skepti-
cal and participation was disappointing. Although a 
valid segment of faculty development, instructional de-
velopment became the primary focus of many programs in 
the 1970s to the exclusion of other segments of faculty 
life. This emphasis on instruction has been cited as 
the cause for nonparticipation in faculty development 
programs. 
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Blackburn and Baldwin (1983), however, suggest that 
the reason for low faculty participation may be the 
perceptions by faculty that they do not need faculty 
development programs. Surveys show that most faculty 
feel their performance in the classroom is above aver-
age, and student evaluations seem to bear this out. In 
addition, faculty may know how to meet their own learn-
ing needs outside of the formal structure of faculty 
development programs. The validity of the latter expla-
nation is questionable. Nelson (1983) suggests that the 
need still exists but is receiving less attention be-
cause of other pressing issues. 
Early programs in the contemporary faculty develop-
ment movement focused on instructional improvement. 
This was followed by an emphasis on organizational de-
velopment and today, programs are moving away from the 
institutional perspective toward development of the 
faculty member in all aspects of life. Inspite of these 
significant changes in approaches to faculty develop-
ment, participation remains low. In addition, the num-
ber of faculty development programs is decreasing. 
Bergquist reports that in the early 1970s, there were 
approximately 40 faculty development programs, 200 in 
the year 1975, and 1,000, as reported by Centra, in 
1977. A computer search by the National Task Force on 
Faculty Development for Colleges of Agriculture of seven 
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databases and other literature during the first five 
months of 1985, revealed approximately 400 faculty de-
velopment programs--a 150% decrease during the las·t 
eight years. 
The factors that stimulated the initial growth of 
faculty development programs are still with us in the 
1980s. Since the early 1970s, however, when the faculty 
development movement gained popularity, the ownership of 
programs has remained a major obstacle in sustaining 
faculty development programs in higher education. 
ownership 
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Neff (1976) examined the opinions of faculty and 
administrators regarding the appropriate ownership, pri-
orities and emphasis of faculty development programs in 
higher education. His study, conducted in thirty-four 
branches of the state University of New York (SUNY) 
System, included colleges of liberal arts, specialized 
colleges, medical centers, technical colleges, and col-
leges of agriculture. Neff found that faculty believed 
that faculty development programs should be organized at 
the central administration level. This need for coordi-
nation and leadership from central administration was 
acknowledged by Maher (1981). Administrators in Neff's 
study, however, indicated that faculty development pro-
grams should be organized at all institutional levels. 
other researchers agree that the administration should 
have a role in the initiation and maintenance of faculty 
development programs, but concensus about the level of 
involvement is missing. Eash and Lane (1985), for exam-
ple, suggested a need for administrative initiative to 
foster faculty awareness of the necessity for programs 
and expressed concern over the apparent lack of enthu-
siasm for faculty development. Hapberg (1981) also 
placed the responsibility for faculty development with 
the institution, submitting that the maintainence of 
faculty quality is ultimately the responsibility of the 
institution. 
The role of administration toward faculty develop-
ment in Nelson's (1981) opinion was the provision of 
funds and psychological support. Once the money was 
appropriated, and the program initiated, administrators 
should step aside and let faculty take ownership (Astin, 
1985) • 
Have institutions taken responsibility for faculty 
development, pledging their resources in time and money? 
Gaff, (1975) notes that in the past twenty years, facul-
ty development has been largely supported by funding 
from ,external sources. Private foundations such as the 
Lilly Endowment, the Danforth Foundation, the W.K. 
Kellogg Foundation and the Mellon Foundation have funded 
programs at many colleges (Eble & McKeachie, 1985). 
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when outside funding ends, the vast majority of programs 
are discontinued or operated with only a fraction of 
their previous services (Baldwin, 1981). 
Placement of the programs for faculty development 
is another major issue. Although Neff (1976) and Maher 
(1981) promote the central administration as' the suit-
able structure, others see the academic department as 
the appropriate location from which faculty development 
activities might originate (Moses, 1985; Nelson, 1981; 
Tucker, 1981; Toombs, Lindsay & Hettinger, 1985). 
The academic department as the base for organiza-
tional development is the premise offered by Whitcomb 
and Beck (1980). They suggest that the purposes of 
organizational development include the improvement of 
communication within the various departments, and the 
teaching of participatory decision making and conflict 
resolution. Over a six year period in their faculty 
development center at California State University (Long 
Beach), organizational development focused on the de-
partment as a unit and agent of change. 
Tucker (1984) maintains that " ... an academic de-
partment's effectiveness depends largely on faculty 
development ..• " (p. 121), and considers the department 
an appropriate location for faculty self-development 
activities because " •.. faculty members can engage in 
such activities without great cost to the university and 
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without the assistance of elaborate service facilities 
or massive bureaucratic effort; and little effort beyond 
individual initiative is required in order to partici-
pate" (p. 127). If the academic department is to become 
the center of development activity, then the department 
head must assume some responsibility for faculty growth 
and development. 
~ Chairperson's Role in Faculty Development 
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To what extent is the department head responsible 
for the development of faculty? The role of the depart-
ment head in faculty development has been identified by 
numerous investigators as a legitimate function. Tucker 
(1984) described the roles, functions, and responsibili-
ties of department heads identifying several categories 
including professional development. McLaughlin, Mont-
gomery and Malpass (1975) identified three roles which 
the department head performs including the leadership 
role of personnel and program development. using data 
from the McLaughlin et. al., study, Smart and Elton 
(1976) identified 27 department head responsibilities 
which they combined into four roles including the facul-
ty role of personnel development and morale building. 
In addition, Bragg (1980) identified four role orienta-
tions including one characterized by a primary focus on 
faculty. Those chairpersons who concentrated their ef-
forts more on the faculty orientation role " .•. described 
their primary responsibilties as recruiting, developing, 
and evaluating faculty members, facilitating the work of 
the faculty, reducing intra-departmental conflict, and 
improving faculty morale" (p. 116). Each investigator 
clearly recognized the chairperson's role of faculty 
developer. Other researchers have described specific 
methods chairs use to assist faculty growth and develop-
ment. 
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Wheeler and Creswell (1985) identified strategies 
used by department chairpersons and faculty to encourage 
research development based on a research review of the 
faculty productivity literature. Specific strategies 
identified include mentoring and collaboration with col-
leagues. Wheeler, et al. (1986) described the roles and 
activities used by outstanding department heads to as-
sist faculty growth and development. Seven roles were 
identified (communicator, facilitator, academic leader, 
motivator, counselor, politician and manager of "admin-
istrivia") which are important to the development of 
faculty and department vitality. 
According to Tucker (1984), the decision of depart-
ment heads to act as developers " •.• depends on several 
factors such as career goals, self-image, or leadership 
skills" (p. 133). He identifies three approaches de-
partment heads might assume as faculty developers. The 
----- - ---- ------------------------- ----"""'--------- ---------- -------------. 
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"caretaker" recognizes a need but feels it is the re-
sponsibility of the faculty member. The "broker" makes 
faculty aware of available development services and 
encourages faculty participation. The "developer" 
actively assists faculty members to grow and develop 
professionally. 
summary 
Today, conditions of the professoriate warrant spe-
cial attention to the needs of faculty. The reality of 
declining enrollments and diminishing resources has 
caused faculty to see themselves as "stuck" in the 
career structure of the organization (Kanter, 1979). 
These and additional factors including the phenomenon 
of the aging professoriate, the drop in real pay, and 
the growing employment of part-time faculty may cause a 
substantial number of the best people to leave higher 
education (Schuster & Bowen, 1985). Those who remain 
may need help to remain vital, productive members of the 
institution. 
The need for faculty development opportunities in 
institutions of higher education is well documented (As-
tin, 1985; Bergquist & Phillips, 1975; Hapberg, 1981; 
Moses, 1985). There have been many books and confer-
ences suggesting specific ways to develop faculty. 
(Bergquist & Phillips, 1975; Centra, 1976; Cohen, 1973; 
Gaff, 1975). Further, many colleges and universities 
have established programs, activities and centers de-
signed to assist in the continued development of the 
faculty member (Blackburn & Baldwin, 1983; Eble & 
McKeachie, 1985; Nelson and Siegel, 1980). The success 
of these efforts is questionable. 
Numerous authors advocate integrating faculty de-
velopment with ongoing administrative practices 
(Blackburn & Baldwin; Claxton & Murrell, 1984; Nelson, 
1983; Tucker, 1981). Other researchers acknowledge the 
development of faculty as a legitimate function of the 
department head (Bragg, 1980; MCLaughlin, Montgomery & 
Malpass, 1975; Smart & Elton, 1976). and even a pre-
ferred role (McLaughlin, et al., 1975). If as Dressel 
(1981) suggests " ••. the majority of faculty members find 
that their most immediate concerns and involvement in 
the institution are through their departments ... " (p. 
110), then department heads are in a particularly pivot-
al position to encourage, support, and recognize growth 
and development activities of their faculty. While de-
partment heads acknowledge their responsibility for the 
enhancement of faculty growth and development (Boice, 
1985), many are poorly prepared to assume this role 
(Dilley, 1972; Knight & Holen, 1985; McKeachie; 1976; 
Tucker, 1984). 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODS 
In Chapter I it was suggested that academic depart-
ment heads are in a particularly pivotal position to 
encourage, support, and recognize growth and development 
activities of their faculty. In Chapter II the review of 
research on department heads suggested that while depart-
ment heads acknowledge their responsibility for the en-
hancement of faculty growth and development, they are 
poorly prepared to assume this role. This inexperience 
intensifies the need for research about specific behav-
iors used by effective department chairpersons. The 
primary question for research, then, was how do excellent 
department heads assist faculty professionally?, This 
chapter provides a description of the sample of subjects 
to be used for the study, the design and instrumentation 
to be employed together with the procedures for adminis-
tering the survey and analyzing the information gathered. 
Sample 
The survey population for this research study was 30 
academic department chairpersons from 10 of the 12 North 
Central Region Land-Grant Colleges of Agriculture. One 
of the non-participating universities was chosen as the 
site of the pilot for the survey instrument. The one 
remaining institution was eliminated because the tenure 
of all chairpersons within the college was two years or 
less. 
Each college of Agriculture dean and each chairper-
son were asked to identify three chairpersons who excel 
at assisting faculty professionally (see Appendix A). 
Chairpersons whose names appeared most often were select-
ed for interviewing. Three chairpersons were selected 
from each of ten institutions (N=30). In most cases the 
selection process within each college was straightforward 
as three excellent chairs clearly dominated the voting. 
In a few cases, however, two candidates dominated the 
voting and two or more chairs received an equal number of 
votes. Under those circumstances, and in an attempt to 
achieve a broad disciplinary representation in the study, 
consideration was given to the disciplinary background in 
the selection of the third and final candidate. The 
thirty chairs interviewed in this study represent twelve 
disciplines. 
Deans and chairs at the ten participating colleges 
identified sixty-one excellent chairpersons (Table 1). 
The number identified at each college ranged between four 
and ten. Data in Table 1 also shows the total number of 
votes cast at each institution and the number and per-
centage of votes received by the three excellent chair-
persons selected for interviewing. The number of votes 
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ved by the selected chairs, expressed as a percent 
all votes cast, ranged from 61.9 percent to 84.6 per-
averaging 72.7 percent. These figures demonstrate 
consensus among respondents concerning excellent 
irpersons within their college. Of the thirty chair-
sons selected for interviewing, twenty-three were 
tified by both deans and chairs. The remaining seven 
identified by chairpersons only. 
TABLE 1 
Selection of Excellent Chairpersons by College 
Percent 
Total No. of Votes of Total 
No. of Chairs Votes Received by Votes 
Identified Cast Selected Chairs Cast 
1 6 20 14 70.0 
2 5 15 11 73.3 
3 8 21 13 61.9 
4 6 17 14 82.3 
5 4 11 9 81. 8 
6 5 13 11 84.6 
7 5 11 7 63.6 
8 6 19 15 78.9 
9 6 12 9 75.0 
10 10 22 14 63.6 
Total 61 161 117 72.7 (Avg. ) 
Design 
The research design employed in this study was des-
research with major emphasis upon the interview 
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of data collection and subsequent descriptive 
Best (1970) states that descriptive research 
... describes and interprets what is ... and involves an 
of analysis and interpretation of the meaning or 
gnificance of what is described" (p. 116). Descriptive 
was selected because of its potential to appro-
reflect the purpose of the study in determining 
attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, and attributes of the 
ng "excellent" chairs. 
Method 
Festinger and Katz (1966) state that the interview 
an economical and direct way of gathering 
information about the beliefs, feelings, past experien-
and future intentions of respondents. The interview 
makes it possible to clarify questions asked, 
for more in-depth responses, and elicit feelings 
perceptions. While the interviewing technique does 
,present certain limitations, i.e., respondent bias based 
lack of understanding, memory lapse, possible damage 
ego, interviewer bias in recording responses, and 
aulty probing, it remains a viable method of gathering 
information which cannot be observed directly (Beed & 
imson, 1985; Gorden, 1980; Hildum & Brown, 1965; and 
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Interviewing 
The choice of a data collection method is a complex 
Fowler (1984) states that the choice of data 
1ection mode such as mail, telephone, personal inter-
group administration, is related directly to the 
topic, characteristics of the sample, and avail-
staff. Consequently, the decision has implications 
response rates, question form and survey costs. The 
method of the survey research process was cho-
for this study. The advantages of this data collec-
procedure are its lower cost, higher anticipated 
rate (than can be generated by mail surveys), 
potential for a short data collection period (Babbie, 
Fowler, 1984). The potential limitation of tele-
interviewing for this study was the lack of visual 
lonlv~rbal interaction. Meaningful visual clues were 
ing making it more difficult for the interviewer to 
vate the respondent. Despite this disadvantage, sev-
studies have shown the telephone interview to be a 
and efficient communication mode (Assael & East-
, 1966; Janofsky, 1971; Kege1es et al., 1969). 
Some explanation regarding the structure of the 
interview is warranted at this point. The two 
styles of interviews are the structured or 
'~O'Lu,~zed interview and the unstructured or nonstand-
interview. The structured interview may be sub-
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into "scheduled" and "nonscheduled" interviews. 
three together represent points along a continuum 
ing interviewer control of the topic and questions. 
structured interview, the inter-
reads the questions exactly as they are worded and 
order presented in the interview schedule. The 
of this type is its assumed comparability of 
!SF'Ull.~~s which provides greater ease of analysis. In 
structured interview, the interviewer is 
choices as to order and wording of questions. 
it is assumed that identical vocabulary does not 
~cE!ss;arily produce identical meanings and responses from 
Questions, then, may be reworded by the 
\f,'r,;,;ewer in language each respondent understands in 
to obtain comparable responses. 
In the unstructured interview, the interviewer 
wording and sequencing of questions along with 
of the questions as the interview progresses. 
style of interview permits the interviewer the 
1ealtest flexibility. The interviewer is generally 
for a wide range of answers to establish reli-
valid answer categories. This style of inter-
is often used to prepare a more standardized 
rview for pilot testing. While the scheduled inter-
is more efficient and effective in obtaining uniform 
age, precision, and reliability of measurement (Gor-
------------." 
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1980), it may be considered restrictive by some 
~spond.ents. Richardson, Bohrenwend and Klein (1965) 
that the "elites", Le., those repondents whq are 
educated, articulate, and intelligent, " ... resent 
restrictions placed on them by the [structuredl in-
iew schedules .•• " and " ... demand a more active inter-
with the interviewer than the conventional [struc-
edl schedule interview permits" (p. 304). 
In addition to the styles of interviewing, two basic 
s of question structures, open-ended and closed, can 
identified (Fowler 1984, and Gorden 1980). Questions 
supply the answer categories are called 
-ended" and those that limit the answer choices are 
to as "closed". Patton (1982) states that the 
open-ended interview offers major advantages 
researcher by minimizing interviewer effects and 
and facilitating organization and analysis of the 
since department heads were assumed to be 
discussed above, and because comparability 
nonscheduled structured interview 
was developed for this study. 
Instrumentation 
Instrumentation for the study project consisted of 
parts: 
(1) The Advance Letter cosigned by the Dean of the 
College of Agriculture, University of Nebraska; 
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( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
The Telephone Interview Schedule and the 
Protocol Sheet; and 
Thank-you letter with an executive summary of 
the data collected from all respondents as a 
result of the telephone interviews. 
Letter 
An advance letter explains the purpose of the pro-
and encourages the respondents to participate. Dill-
(1978) recommends the use of an advance letter. He 
that respondents who are surprised by an unex-
telephone call and a request to be interviewed 
react with suspicion. If they do agree to partici-
the interview, responses are often guarded. The 
letter can allay those fears and convey to the 
al respondent the importance of the interview and 
the information will be used. 
The potential information giver becomes a respondent 
nonrespondent primarily on the motivation establish-
the interviewer's introduction. With the use of an 
e letter to initiate the introduction, the respon-
become more positively involved in the survey. 
of the advance letter may not be limited to the 
'sp'on,de,nt's positive interview experience. For example, 
iewers, even those skilled in conducting telephone 
may feel uncomfortable during those first crucial 
of the telephone interview. Sending an informa-
advance letter not only enlists the cooperation of 
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respondent but also " ... interviewers feel more con-
, too" (Fowler, p. 52, 1984). In addition, Fowler 
tes that when advance letters are possible, there-is 
difference between telephone and personal interview 
edures with respect to response. Thus, sending an 
letter to notify the potential respondent of the 
telephone call is an appropriate way to counter 
~S:S~ULe difficulties. 
The advance letter for this study included not only 
purpose of the project but was also designed to build 
by expressing appreciation to the respondents and 
'.~~llring complete confidentiality (see Appendix B). The 
ms.pondents were informed of the topic area to be covered 
various issues which would be discussed. The intent 
this procedure was to provide the participants with 
opportunity to generally formulate their thoughts 
rning the topics. In addition, the respondents were 
how they were selected, the length of time required 
the interview and when to expect the interviewer's 
Finally, the respondents were encouraged to con-
the researcher if they had any questions. The exact 
for the interview was scheduled in advance with the 
rperson's secretary. 
~~~~ Interview Schedule 
A nonscheduled structured interview schedule was 
for this study to afford the interviewer 
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as to order and wording of questions. The valid-
and reliability of the instrument were tested in a' 
lot study in october, 1986. For reasons of time econo-
and the control of the initial research costs, six 
rpersons were selected for the pilot test, three 
one midwestern university and three from one eastern 
The Telephone Interview Schedule was divided 
two parts. The first part consisted of preliminary 
about the respondent's department. The second por-
of the schedule consisted of questions that enabled 
respondent to explain and describe specific behaviors 
to assist faculty professionally and conditions 
affect these behaviors. The telephone interviews 
were accomplished by reading the de-
ted portions of the Telephone Interview Schedule 
Appendix C). 
of Telephone Interviewing 
Some discussion regarding techniques of effective 
interviewing is warranted at this point. To 
the procedure, the interviewer must identify him-
or herself in such a way as to develop rapport with 
respondent. Brief statements from the interviewer on 
purpose of the study, how the respondent was selec-
, the confidential nature of the interview and the 
ficial uses of the research findings may help over-
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any barriers to the interview in the respondent's 
• The interview can begin as soon as the interviewer 
introduced himself or herself and completed this· 
rapport-building process. 
The structured nonscheduled interview such as the 
used in this study " ... gives the interviewer freedom 
attempt alternative wordings of the same questions, 
freedom to use neutral probes if the first response 
a question is not clear, complete, or relevant" (Gor-
, p. 46, 1980). During the course of the interview, 
interviewers may unintentionally imply that certain 
more acceptable than others. This often 
,~c"lrs due to the improper use of probes. Probing is the 
used by the interviewer to stimulate discussion 
more information. If the respondent gives an 
response or the interviewer needs additional 
~nformation or clarification of a question, probing is 
to motivate the respondent to communicate more ful-
A list of neutral probes compiled from the liter-
was included on the Protocol Sheet of the Telephone 
C~'-"'ew Schedule (see Appendix C) to assist the inter-
in obtaining complete and accurate responses. 
To help compensate for the lack of visual cues 
ing the telephone interview, Beed and stimson (1985) 
feedback mechanisms. The interviewer is 
'harmless' things to say such as "I see", "I under-
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"Uh, uh" just to indicate that communication is 
occurring. 
The quality of the information obtained during an 
~~rv"~ew is largely dependent upon the interviewer (Pat-
1982). Interviewer training, then, was an essen-
ingredient in this study and was accomplished by the 
of available literature on the topic of telephone 
r~rv'Lewing and pretesting the specific interview situa-
(Gorden, 1980). 
Data Collection 
The advance letter was mailed to each of the 30 
chairpersons during the week of November 10, 
The interview was scheduled through the chairper-
secretary for a time convenient to him. All 30 
were conducted during the period of November 
through December 5, 1986. 
The inventory of tools to implement each telephone 
ntA>""iew included the Telephone Interview Schedule and 
Sheet. Answers by the respondent were recorded 
Schedule. In addition, all interviews were record-
on cassette tape with the permission of the subjects 
transcribed by the researcher. 
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Data Analysis 
The structured nonscheduled interview using open-
questions as in this study can provide a wealth of 
-·~--~~tion and a variety of responses. The analysis of 
data produced by such a research project requires 
planning. Moreover, the selection of appropriate 
tis tical analyses for interview data involves the same 
and issues as the analysis of data by other 
Nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio are four types 
data which may result from interviews. "Nominal data 
from questionnaire items which serve to classify, 
ize, or label respondents. Almost all categoriza-
of open-ended responses to interview items result 
nominal data" (Measurement Services Center, p. 18, 
Appropriate statistics for the nominal type of 
include percentages, mode and chi-square. 
The specific data analysis for this study was sug-
ted by qualitative methods of interview interpretation 
& Lincoln, 1981; Wolf, 1979) and included: (1) 
recording and transcribing each interview; (2) sort-
interviews for issues, concerns and factual in-
(3) conceptualizing a model that visually 
major issues; (4) designating the coding unit 
the entire interview due to the overlap of responses 
to questions; (5) formulating response categories 
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content analysis of the interviews; (6) testing the 
instrument for intercoder reliability (three pro-
ssors from one North Central Region Land-Grant College 
Agricuture served as coders to verify the accuracy of 
researchers observations); (7) presenting the respon-
in the narrative discussion as related to each re-
Frequency counts and percentages were 
for this descriptive data. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to identify behaviors 
by excellent department chairpersons to assist fac-
professionally and describe conditions which affect 
e behaviors (e.g., factors that influence behaviors, 
ces of information that helped chairpersons arrive at 
behaviors, satisfactions and dissatisfactions, and 
new chairs). 
This chapter begins with a discussion of the prelim-
data which includes the following eight sections: 
emc)qraphics of the sample; administ:rative career expec-
previous administrative experience; training; 
new chairs; conditions which affect chairperson 
ors; sources of satisfaction; and sources of dis-
isfaction. Next, six case studies are presented to 
emcmstrate how excellent chairs assist "troubled" facul-
A framework for behaviors used to enhance the growth 
development of faculty is then discussed followed by 
observations gleaned from the study. A summary 
ludes the chapter. 
As stated in Chapter III, the survey population was 
department chairpersons representing ten of the twelve 
Central Region Land-Grant Colleges of Agriculture. 
s of academic department chairpersons, departments, 
------ - ------ --------~--------------------
ities, and other personal information which might 
to identify the participants were eliminated. 
Preliminary Data 
excellent chairs selected for this study 
departments ranging in size from 11 to 69 faculty 
with a mean of 30 (Table 2). 
TABLE 2 
Number of Academic Staff for Whom 
the Department Head Is Responsible 
of Academic 
(FTE) Frequency 
11-15 4 
16-20 5 
21-30 6 
31-40 6 
41-50 3 
51-60 4 
61-69 2 
Total 30 
Percent 
13.3 
16.7 
20.0 
20.0 
10.0 
13.3 
6.7 
100.0 
period of incumbency ranged from two to 26 years. As 
seen in Table 3, only 27 percent of the excellent 
had served for five years or less. A number of 
ipants emphasized the relationship between the 
of term and the effective management of a depart-
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One department head.reflects the sentiments of 
I don't think it's possible for a department 
head to have much impact on a department if 
he's only there three to five years. 
The policy designating a department head's length of 
in office was generally consistent throughout the 
~ElpalLtments represented in the study. In 27 of the 
nts, no set term is designated; department heads 
at the pleasure of the dean." In three depart-
, the chair is voted on every year by faculty ser-
in an advisory capacity to the dean. While the 
review procedure varies, 12 department heads indi-
they were formally evaluated every five years. 
TABLE 3 
Length of Time in Present Position as Department Head 
Years in Present 
Position Number Percent 
1-3 2 6.7 
4-5 6 20.0 
.6-10 12 40.0 
11-15 7 23.3 
16-20 0 0.0 
21-30 3 10.0 
Total 30"" 100.0 
60 
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~dministrative Career Expectations 
The administrative career expectations of the excel-
chairs ranged from less than one to about ten y~ars. 
A sizable minority (47 percent) expected to leave their 
position within three years. Of this group, 64 
had been in their position for more than five 
Several department heads indicated they did not 
believe that any administrator should remain in a posi-
tion for a long period of time as illustrated by one 
department head who stated: 
I want to stay in long enough to give it 
[department) some stability, but I want to 
leave when I'm still enthusiastic. 
of the 12 remaining department heads responding, six were 
uncertain or had no plans to leave as revealed in the 
following comments: 
I frankly have never had an interest in moving 
into higher administration. I've had 
opportunities but I like what I'm doing. I 
like to be close to the action so I think I've 
got the best position in the university. 
[I'm) not real sure ••. figured I'd stay at least 
five years but I'm actually considering 
something else right now ..... I don't think one 
should stay in these jobs too terribly long. 
Three indicated they would remain in their present posi-
tion until retirement, a period of from one to eight 
Years. Only three revealed they were currently seeking 
other employment opportunities. Two of these department 
heads explained: 
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I'd like to move up in administration ... I'd 
like to move up to more responsibility. 
[I'm] considering dean's and director's 
positions now, so I don't expect to stay more 
than two or three more years. 
Administrative Experience 
Forty-three percent of the department heads reported 
ior administrative experience (Table 4), most commonly 
as department head, program head, or research 
director. 
TABLE 4 
Prior Administrative Experience 
of Department Chairpersons 
(Multiple Responses)* 
Prior Administrative 
Experience 
In education with responsi-
bilities generally similar to 
current position 
In education with responsi-
bilities generally different 
to current position 
In a field other than 
education 
No previous experience 
Number 
3 
3 
9 
17 
Percent of 
Respondents 
10.0 
10.0 
30.0 
56.6 
should note that some chairs had more than one 
to certain questions. 
of the department heads had gained administrative 
'-~'~~:Lience in a field other than education. Positions 
._------ ---------_._-------------------...,., 
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from assignments in the federal government (USDA, 
NSF, military service) to private industry. 
half of the department heads in this 
administrative experience, it was 
to ascertain how the excellent chairs acquired 
to assist faculty professionally. Forty-seven 
reported observation of department heads and 
administrators as a major source of development 
5) • 
TABLE 5 
Department Head Training 
(Multiple Responses) 
Sources Number 
Observation of department 
heads and other 
administrators 14 
> Journals, books, 
newsletters 11 
Interaction with 
department heads 10 
Participation in workshops, 
courses or conferences 10 
On the job training 10 
Trial and error 6 
Percent 
46.6 
36.6 
30.0 
30.0 
30.0 
20.0 
department head commented: 
Many of the things that I did when I first got 
here were based on what I saw. I watched what 
was done to me or with me and some of my 
colleagues, and I guess I developed something 
of a philosophy on how I thought things ought 
to be done. 
While most cases of administrative role modeling 
were positive, learning also occurred from obser-
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negative actions as revealed by one department head 
commented: 
The department that I was in ••.. communication 
was extremely poor .•• I really learned a whole 
host of things not to do. 
In addition to observing other administrators, sev-
(37 percent) of the department heads reported some 
on journals, books, and newsletters for informa-
about working with faculty. Others, however, ques-
the usefulness of books as tools in department 
development. One respondent stated: 
On the whole I don't get much from them 
[books]. A lot of nonsense [is] written about 
academic administration. 
ls and books mentioned most often dealt with man-
and management styles, human relations and per-
management. The Harvard Business Review was cited 
helpful source of information on management and 
relations. As a result of some of his reading, one 
head developed a tool which allow faculty to 
feedback. He explained: 
- ----------
---------------------------. 
I devised a questionnaire that the faculty fill 
in anonomously every spring, kind of a report 
card. They rate me on technical ... leadership 
•.. and human relations skills ... then [there 
is] a section: tell me what you want to tell 
me. I pay a great deal of attention to that. 
I've made some adjustments ••.. 
Several respondents indicated a preference for news-
ters as a source of information on personnel manage-
This was due in part to the succinct manner of 
sentation. Newsletters mentioned by department heads 
this study included "The Administrator", "Academic 
~.ac,,,,~", "Office Today", "Personal Report for the Execu-
, and "Working Smart, '87". 
Interaction with department heads was cited as an 
tant method of chair development by 30 percent of 
respondents. Excellent chairs reported meeting with 
r department heads in their college to discuss common 
One participant related: 
I gossip a lot with chairs in terms of 
administrative styles, practices, things 
they've used that worked. 
meetings within the North Central Region were 
by several department heads as an important 
for exchanging problems and concerns as described 
one department head who stated: 
Listening to what others have to say is 
helpful •.. At these meetings I can get a real 
feel for what other department heads are 
doing .... 
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other methods of development reported by respon-
were workshops, courses, and conferences. Ten de-
chairs reported some level of participation in 
one of these activities. Several chairs indi-
a reluctance to participate in workshops, citing 
time away from the office as the principal reason. 
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rs suggested that getting off campus for formal trai-
was essential for maximum benefit. 
For some respondents, the North Central Region New 
strators Workshop was particularly helpful. One 
head, who depicted the NCR workshop as "ex-
'~rlrMlinarily helpful", observed: 
It gave me some tools and insight that I just 
didn't have. That was probably the greatest 
gift the college ever gave to me. 
all department heads had the benefit of participating 
or a similar development activity. Several re-
ondents indicated they were somewhat disappointed that 
college administration did not send them through a 
I training workshop at the outset. 
"On the job training" was reported by 30 percent of 
department heads as an important method of develop-
• One respondent commented: 
I guess I've primarily developed what skills I 
have through experience and a very sincere 
interest in working with people. 
respondent stated: 
It was a gradual continuing process. There was 
learning as I went along. 
---~~---~---
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department heads credited their administrative 
and head secretaries with helping them "learn 
when asked how they had developed their 
assisting faculty professionally, 20 percent of 
heads reported trial and error, or as one 
stated: 
.•. probably by committing every deadly sin ... 
basically I've sort of gone with what seems to 
.work. 
trial and error was considered a legitimate 
of development, one department chair cautioned: 
If you don't learn from your mistakes you don't 
last long as a department head. 
All department heads recognized the need for train-
Several, however, complained of too little time for 
development activities. 
to New Chairs 
one of the most important means of 
ng the headship role appeared to be through inter-
with other department heads. Several excellent 
spoke of advice they had received from fellow 
that helped them learn their new responsibilities 
establish a management style with which they were 
table. When asked what advice they would give a new 
chair who asked this question, "What should I 
te on--what should I do--to assist faculty pro-
---------- ---- ------- ---------------------------------, 
ssiona11y?" excellent chairs offered six recommenda-
(Table 6). "Encourage, support and motivate" (70 
,,,,~-,,ent) and "know your faculty" (53 percent) were re-
most often by the respondents. Additionally, 
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rding to 30 percent of the excellent chairs, depart-
heads should help faculty identify goals and set job 
Twenty percent identified "hiring the best" 
department heads. This low response 
may reflect the current fiscal situation in many 
of Agricu1trure. While excellent chairs consi-
the recruitment of new faculty important to the 
'ta1ity of the department, fewer today have the opportu-
ty to hire due to the scarcity of funds. 
TABLE 6 
Advice to New Chairs 
(Multiple Responses) 
Advice Number 
Encourage, support and motivate 21 
Get to know your faculty 16 
identify goals 9 
the best 6 
Recognize and reward 
6 
5 
Percent 
70.0 
53.3 
30.0 
20.0 
20.0 
16.6 
I 
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"Evaluate" was reported by six department heads 
Most advised new chairs to provide frequent 
feedback. Five of the excellent chairs 
remind new heads to recognize and reward their 
Finally, a few respondents emphasized the value 
arning the policies and procedures of the univer-
factors which may govern a department head's 
to the development of faculty. 
~~~~ Which Affect Chair Behaviors 
"There are campus and college policies and direc-
and priorities that will influence the direction 
help a faculty member." This comment is reflective 
made by excellent chairs when asked to identify 
which influence the way they assist faculty 
Several respondents discussed university 
as it relates to attendance at professional meet-
Some institutions' policies were very generally 
with interpretation left to the department chair-
, which, as one department head suggested "is where it 
to be." Others had no written policy and "insuffi-
travel funds." 
The institution's attention to faculty development 
was cited by several respondents as affecting the 
in which they assist faculty. One department head 
sted that the lack of a strong development program 
that "if you do anything, you do it on 
own. " 
other factors cited by department heads as most 
affecting their behavior were resources, and 
from higher administration. With regard to 
ources most comments were similar to the following: 
The availability of money is probably the first 
factor that I would cite that effects the way I 
assist faculty. 
One of the real problems is that the base of 
operations [has] been eroded and as a result 
we've had to cut back on research and teaching 
assistants. 
The authority and flexibility of department 
heads is changing right now. In times of 
contracting resources like we're in now, the 
decision-making and the activity of those in 
the central administration becomes 
greater ••. the impact of the central admini-
stration is increasing each year. 
We've had to start using Hatch money to run the 
department because I've used all the state 
money for salaries. That's been a little 
bothersome. Definitely, resources is a factor. 
reflective of the other condition cited by 
[Jarrmpnt heads, "support from higher administration", 
the following: 
The philosophy of the administration at the 
college and experiment station level and above 
has a significant influence on the development 
of faculty and the way they perform. If you've 
got an administration that is verbally 
supportive and demonstrates confidence in your 
faculty, then faculty are going to feel good 
about themselves ..• 
We have a very cooperative administration. 
I've got a fantastic administration here to 
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work with. I feel they are very supportive. 
They are people who are looking for good ideas 
and if they like it they say go with it. Then 
we kind of try to work out the funding. 
We have a very positive dean. The job of 
budgeting and faculty management is influenced 
heavily by the dean's office. Our dean is 
positive, expects you to be positive ... it's a 
pleasure to work under those circumstances. 
In addition, the unionization of faculty was cited 
excellent chairs at one university as having a direct 
on behaviors used to assist faculty. According to 
department head, collective bargaining brought about 
formalization of many of the interactions between 
ty and administration, i.e., evaluation became in-
tutionalized, promotion and tenure relationships were 
These changes were deemed beneficial to 
faculty and administration. The effect on salary 
however, was considered detrimental. One 
head described the negative impact. 
It has done a lot toward defining what salary 
policy is going to be rather than what the 
department head would like to see it ... They 
are death on merit. 
of Department Heads 
Despite various frustrations associated with the 
of academic department chairperson, e.g., ambiguity 
the position, proliferation of paperwork, fear of 
?e,:OITling professionally obsolete, the excellent chairs in 
study generally expressed satisfaction with their 
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tive position. Seventy-seven percent cited the 
CCompllShrrlerlts of faculty as their greatest satisfier 
7). One respondent stated: 
Just getting recognition for my faculty gives 
a lot of satisfaction. 
department head commented: 
I get as much satisfaction in having a faculty 
member recognized or succeed as if it happened 
to me. 
TABLE 7 
Satisfactions from Administrative Role 
(Multiple Responses) 
satisfaction Number Percent 
Accomplishments of faculty 23 76.6 
Hiring outstanding faculty 9 30.0 
Building department of 
tional reputation 8 26.6 
Turnaround of faculty member 5 16.6 
Hiring outstanding faculty was identified by 30 
rcent of the department heads studied as a source of 
sfaction while 26 percent reported building a depart-
of national reputation as satisfaction. One respon-
stated: 
This department has been fairly progressive in 
the past but I think with the advent of 
biotechnology I saw the opportunity to make a 
mark on the department by taking a leading 
position in that area. My greatest 
------------ ------------~-.. - ... ------------------
satisfaction has come from being able 
to do that without taking away resources from 
existing programs. 
department head commented: 
over the last five years the national stature 
of this department has increased because we've 
taken a high visibility stance. 
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turnaround of faculty was cited as a major satisfac-
by several department heads. One respondent stated: 
probably the greatest personal satisfaction is 
the turn-around of the one faculty member. He 
will never thank me for what I did ... that has 
still been the most gratifying. 
of Department Heads 
Overall, excellent chairs in this study were satis-
in their positions. Several, however, expressed 
ation with certain aspects of their administrative 
as seen in Table 8. Half of the respondents, for 
le, were dissatisfied with budget reductions as 
idenced by the following comments: 
Since I've been on the job, all we've done is 
cut budgets~-lost positions. 
Probably the biggest frustration is the budget. 
You never have enough money to do the things 
that you would like to accomplish. So you're 
continually scampering around and trying to 
generate funds ..• 
The main thing is the inability of the 
university to come up with resources to meet 
pressing needs. I think that's my real 
dissatisfaction. 
respondents were particularly concerned with funding 
as they adversely affected their ability to hire and 
-------------------~ 
good faculty. One department head commented: 
Money has not been there to bring in the young 
faculty that we need for our vitality as a 
department. I've had to function and compete 
nationally with almost one hand tied behind my 
back because of the budget situation. 
department head concluded: 
It's never completely satisfying not to be able 
to reward your best performers. 
TABLE 8 
Dissatisfactions from Administrative Role 
(Multiple Responses) 
Dissatisfaction Number 
Budget cuts 15 
Inability to motivate faculty 8 
Proliferation of paperwork 8 
Salary decisions 5 
Conflict with multiple roles 5 
Percent 
50.0 
26.6 
26.6 
16.6 
16.6 
Just as the turnaround of faculty was cited as a 
jor satisfaction by department heads, the inability to 
vate faculty was viewed as a major frustration. 
ty-six percent of the respondents reported that keep-
certain faculty productive was a constant challenge. 
department head observed: 
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I guess I've had a couple of people who are 
just satisfied with where they're at, and I 
can't get them motivated to excel .•• somehow I 
feel like I missed the boat, that I can't find 
the right trigger to really turn them on and 
get them going. 
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of the respondents indicated that the institution 
accepted its share of the responsibility for 
out" faculty. Two excellent chairs proposed the 
ishment of a faculty job placement service to as-
in counseling faculty out of the academic environ-
For some department heads, "administrivia" or the 
ious paperwork was a source of frustration keeping 
from more important activities. One department head 
The proliferation of paper work--the menial 
type paperwork that we have to do keeps us 
from being as creative as we should be. 
seventeen percent of the excellent chairs studied 
salary decisions as a source of frustration. One 
stated: 
The highest pressure point of the year is 
salary time ••. particularly when you have people 
who are not performing. 
Department heads are particularly vulnerable to 
sures resulting from role conflict because of differ-
in expectations. Department heads have been des-
as " ••. arms of management, arms of administration, 
grass roots administration, liaison men, and forgot-
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(Sharma, p. 35, 1971). Seventeen percent of the 
11ent chairs in this study cited role conflict as a 
r source of frustration. One respondent observed, 
You have to work the fence at many times 
realizing you have an obligation to the 
administration and to the organization and yet 
you are not only a chairperson, but a 
professor. So you feel much like a faculty 
member. That's probably the most frustrating 
part of it. 
department head stated: 
If you're going to serve the faculty well, it 
means you have to be like a second lieutenant 
in the army. You have to carry out the college 
policy but at the same time you have to 
represent the concerns of your faculty to 
college administration. 
conflict is especially apparent as department chairs 
to assume their faculty role as scholars. Few 
chairs of larger departments (15 FTE and 
time to aggressively pursue scholarly activi-
assuming the role of chair. One respondent 
You have no program of your own if you're 
dealing with a large department. You have no 
time to do research, you have no time to 
teach--you must get your kicks out of your 
department and individual's accomplishments. 
department head commented: 
I had to realize psychologically that I was no 
longer a pro in my profession. I had to 
sacrifice my long suit in order to be a 
department head. 
department head who will soon be returning to the 
ranks observed: 
I think your own personal interests have to be 
subjugated to the interests of the department 
and to the interest of individuals of the 
department. You do not really have much of a 
professional identity because you don't have 
time to do scholarly research, I think, if 
you're doing your job right. Very frankly I've 
missed some of that and I'm looking forward to 
getting back. 
r respondent who administers a large department and 
to continue his scholarly activity, felt discour-
by the college's pressure to have department heads 
on administrative tasks and limit their own 
program. He related a consequence of contin-
his scholarly activity: 
I've had some signals that you should be doing 
more in certain areas. My decision to have my 
own professional program has cost me some 
salary here. 
How Department Heads 
Assist Faculty Professionally: Case Studies 
The major purpose of this study was to identify ways 
excellent chairs assist their faculty members 
so they are more effective in teaching, 
service. To what extent is the department 
responsible for the development of faculty? Re-
chers have acknowledged faculty development as a 
,~-.y~timate function of the department head (Bragg, 1980, 
80; MCLaughlin, Montgomery & Malpass, 1975; Smart & 
Iton, 1976; and Bragg, 1980) and even a preferred role 
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lin, et al., 1975). Tucker recognized the impor-
of chairperson involvement in the development of 
ty and identified three approaches department heads 
assume as faculty developers: the "caretaker", 
broker", and the "developer". The "caretaker" re-
zes a need but feels it is the responsibility of the 
ora{;uJ,.ty member. The "broker" makes faculty aware of 
lable development services and encourages faculty 
icipation. The "developer" actively assists faculty 
memb,ers to grow and develop professionally. As expected, 
irpersons in the study reported here exhibited the 
racLoeListics of the "developer". 
It was assumed that department heads who had been 
iJ.o,entified as "developers" would perform specific beha-
to enhance the growth and development of faculty. 
identify these behaviors, department chairs were first 
to focus on one faculty member who had grown pro-
sionally over the last few years, and then to identify 
they had assisted him or her. Second, the department 
were asked to describe behaviors used with the 
department. Twenty respondents described specific 
tuations then cited behaviors used to assist the facul-
professionally. Ten expressed some difficulty 
approach and chose, instead, to give examples 
of behaviors used with all faculty. 
~-~~~--------------------
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several of the specific cases reported by the excel-
chairs were of new faculty or tenured unproductive 
were exhibiting varying degrees of difficulty 
This was exemplified by unsatisfac-
performance in their teaching and/or research as-
rtnments or the presence of student/faculty conflict. 
general, problems with new faculty were addressed 
and often resolved through frequent and frank dis-
=US:S~Oll between the chairperson and faculty member. Sev-
the established faculty discussed by excellent 
rs appeared to be experiencing difficulty in the 
tion due to changing interests or professional goals 
complicated by a dynamic environment. Others, 
responsibilities had remained unchanged for a num-
of years were approaching "burn out". Although 
identified these faculty as their "major 
characterized this group as their 
ncipal challenge". Generally, by building on the 
•. trengths of the faculty member and providing encourage-
and support, help was prescribed or appointments 
to effect the appropriate change in faculty 
vior. Analysis of the interview responses indicated 
excellent chairs did, indeed, perform particular 
rs in their efforts to enhance the professional 
and development of faculty as reflected in the six 
studies presented here. 
study ll: "Front Line Troops" 
one "fresh Ph.D." with an extremely good academic 
was described by his chairperson as "a little 
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~oq:ant," and this was impeding his effectiveness with 
and colleagues. This behavior was especially 
,~rirrle~ltal in the classroom and it was this faculty 
which the department head targeted for change. 
department chair described two overriding beliefs 
enabled him to "confront the issue straight on." 
manages the department in such a way that there 
of "trust and openness and confidence on the 
of all faculty." Second, he views the faculty as 
"front line troops" and serves the faculty "by pro-
them the environment, the resources, what they 
to get the job done." Within this helpful environ-
, the chair talked with the faculty member directly 
the situation. He elaborated: 
We didn't beat around the bush •.. we just sat 
down and chatted about it. Then the question 
is, what can we do to effectuate some change. 
It turns out that there were on-campus and off-
campus training programs. One of them dealt 
with teacher effectiveness, the other dealt 
more with interpersonal relationships. So we 
agreed that it would be a good thing to take 
some time and money and do some of those 
things. 
addition to identifying and supporting these faculty 
lopment opportunities, the department chairperson 
---------------------------
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with the faculty member on a regular basis. The 
head continued: 
We chatted about how things were going and what 
else needed to be done to improve the 
situation. Over the next couple of years, 
those student evaluations began to turn around 
pretty dramatically. 
At the same time, the chair did not ignore the 
vidual's research responsibility which was 50% of his 
intment. While effecting change in the teaching 
, the chair supported his research program by limit-
committee assignments, providing resources for a 
student, and allocating sufficient operating 
This young man is now a productive, tenured 
ociate professor. 
Study ll: "Talking to Young Faculty" 
A similar situation was described by another depart-
chair who hired an "extremely bright" individual 
a "fairly large ego." From the outset, the depart-
chair anticipated possible problems and during a six 
period there were some professor/graduate student 
The department chair first identified two 
or factors which were creating this behavior, the 
member's "aggressive nature" and his "inexper-
" 
This administrator's approach is based upon the 
that "problems don't solve themselves." Thus, 
the problem and causes had been identified, the 
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rtment head initiated a plan to effect the appro-
change in both faculty and graduate student beha-
He first sat down with the faculty member and 
the situation. Next, the student involved was 
nllIl~~led by the department head, and finally, both the 
ty member and student were brought together. There 
several sessions and through continuous dialogue, 
conflict was resolved. The graduate student remained 
completed his program, and the major professor grew 
The department head summarized his ap-
Communicate, listen, avoid taking sides, be 
fair to both sides in a situation like that. 
At the same time, there may be a desired 
outcome .•• you have to counsel in that 
direction ... It's different with each faculty 
member but particularly it's a developmental 
process that really never ends. 
ll: "publication Productivity and Shifts in 
Another case shared by one excellent chair involved 
member who was three years toward tenure when 
chair arrived. In the process of acquainting himself 
his new staff, the department head became aware of 
particular individual's difficulty performing all 
functions that the job description demanded. Specif-
ly, his performance in research was inadequate. 
were no publications and "some real questions about 
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individual was going to be tenured in the 
~.~~ment." The department head assessed the situation: 
I was not familiar with the individual before I 
came ... spent some time visiting with him and 
others who were knowledgable about the 
situation. What were the limitations? Why was 
he having problems with research? 
department head investigated and identified two major 
which were restricting productivity, limited re-
very heavy teaching load. Once identified, 
problems were addressed from several directions. 
st, the department head talked with the faculty member 
importance of research and publications. He 
the individual about his Ph.D. thesis which 
never been published, offered encouragement and sug-
tions on where the thesis research could be published. 
chair identified specific journals "that would be out 
easonably quickly since the tenure decision was coming 
, and journals which are more important from the stand-
of the promotion and tenure committee." In addi-
the chair asked the faculty member's former major 
to encourage him to get the data written up for 
publication. 
Next, to provide the faculty member time to fulfill 
his research responsibilities, the department chair made 
some shifts in resources. He explained: 
I made sure that the individual got a graduate 
research teaching assistantship assigned to 
him •.. a research technologist on a half time 
basis •.. who could really do the work and 
wouldn't require a lot of training or close 
supervision. In addition, I gave him more time 
to do research by relieving him of a major 
teaching assignment for one semester. I got 
another faculty member to pick up that load for 
a semester so he'd have about an eight month 
period where he could intensively work on 
research and try to improve productivity. 
Finally, the chair supported this individual by 
inuing to provide adequate salary increases and a 
mentoring situation. The department head assessed 
faculty member's progress: 
The individual has developed, I think, a good 
research program, has got two graduate students 
working with him right now and still has the 
technologist, will probably get a visiting 
scientist working with him in the not too 
distant future ••• I think the program is 
certainly moving in the right direction. He 
has published and continues to be interested in 
publishing ..• I continue to watch the situation. 
I can't see any further problems. 
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When asked if he would do anything differently if he 
faced with the situation today, the department head 
I guess if I were doing it again, I would have 
moved sooner. Maybe I assessed the situation 
too long or I assumed I didn't have the 
flexibility that I eventually found. I was 
trying to decide, during the first year I was 
here, whether it was our problem or the 
individual's problem •. eventually it was clear 
to me that it was our problem. We just hadn't 
provided the resources that were needed to give 
the individual a fighting chance •••• I took the 
responsibility for the situation. 
"Extension Appointment" 
The necessity of matching the position to the facul-
·~~mber's skills was illustrated in one case involving 
professor who held a research and teaching 
intment in a large department (more than 15 FTE). 
individual had been in the department nine years when 
department head arrived. In the process of 
:qua~nting himself with his new staff, it became clear 
department head that the faculty member was ne-
ting his research responsibility. The situation had 
to the point where the experiment station 
had communicated to the department head that he 
confidence in this faculty member's ability to 
a successful research program. The department 
described the situation: 
He was known for his excellent teaching •.. the 
undergraduates really love him, but his ap-
pointment was fifty percent research and he 
just wasn't getting any research done .••. with 
each individual I see what they are doing, what 
their responsibilities are and what they want 
to do and how it fits into the overall program. 
So I counseled with him, of course, and 
encouraged him ••. I suggested that we build on 
his strengths. That's the role I've taken with 
all my faculty. In this case, his appointment 
was the critical thing. 
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individual had worked effectively with industry in 
state and the department head chose to build on these 
His appointment was adjusted to reflect his 
the faculty member now carries a teaching/ex-
appointment and is a productive member of the 
"~1.rnoent. Although the department head emphasized the 
of counseling and offering frequent encourage-
suggested that in this case, the key was seeing 
the job description was suited to the person. He 
The key I think is the job description. Be 
sure the job description is suited to the 
person and get the people doing what the job 
description says •.. Then, get the support for 
them, try to facilitate their work and try not 
to put roadblocks in front of them. 
study li: "Incentive Money" 
Another case involved two faculty members in one 
on~rrmpnt who were described by the new department head 
" ... two people who were in danger of floating off the 
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st of their careers without doing too many new things". 
department head attempted to break this pattern and 
them thinking about something new." Extensive coun-
ensued and then the department head tried an 
approach. He explained: 
I went to the dean and asked for a special 
salary allocation for both of them. Then, 
independently I told them that the dean gave it 
to me because I had faith in them, and that I 
was giving it to them even though I didn't 
think they had earned it yet; but because I 
thought they would earn it. 
addition, the department head worked with both faculty 
help them set priorities. When asked if this approach 
turn things around, the department head described 
I'm batting 500. One did. One 
one who didn't continues to be 
I'm concerned about everyday. 
complete success. 
didn't. So the 
a problem that 
We don't have 
Study li: "Redirection of Burned-Out Faculty" 
Another situation involved a tenured full professor 
a teaching and research appointment who had been a 
r of a small department (15 or less FTE) for 20 
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Because of his expertise in biometrics, he was in 
demand for assistance in research design and 
of data in addition to his normal duties. This 
lty member had been identified as one of the better 
doing an excellent job at the beginning level 
between 150 and 200 students per year. The 
head discussed the problem: 
About four years ago it became apparent that I 
had a staff member who was approaching the burn 
out stage. He was involved not only with the 
students that were in his classes, but he was 
involved on a consultation basis with many 
graduate students and other personnel. He just 
couldn't say no. As a result, his performance 
in the research area was definitely being 
adversely impacted. 
After assessing the situation the department head took 
action. He explained: 
I wrote a formal memo to him indicating that I 
thought his performance was declining--that we 
either needed to revamp his research or begin 
looking at some other areas that were high 
priority statewide. I made some suggestions 
for redirection. I was looking at introducing 
him to a new area that might rejuvenate his 
interest. He wrote me a formal letter back 
indicating he liked what I had to offer, but he 
felt burned out and needed to do something 
before he would be competent enough to 
undertake a new research area. 
At that point, the chair and faculty member started 
about possible alternatives. The chair recom-
that he take a year in which he had just a half-
appointment. During this period he would meet his 
es but the rest of the time would be his. At the 
jrp~t~on of the chair, he severed many of the commit-
on campus and cut back on committee assignments and 
He restricted his consultations in the area 
biometrics to students in this department. In addi-
did some reading in the new area and identified 
at other universities who were currently work-
the proposed redirected area. He made some per-
visits to labs on his own time and on his own money 
as a departmental representative to other 
of meetings that would be profitable for him in his 
entation and redirection. The department head conti-
I carried the remaining part of his old 
research project for about a year and a half 
before we phased out our commitment in that 
area. I sat in on a few of his classes that 
year to monitor ••• and after a half dozen of 
these unannounced visits, I was perfectly 
satisfied that I'd made the right decision. I 
continue to monitor his commitments very 
closely and today, I have an extremely produc-
- ... ~ 
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tive scientist. He no longer feels burned out. 
He has found that he can say no. His teaching 
has held up. He's now publishing. 
When asked if there were other things that he might 
done to assist this person, the department head 
that he could have used the conventional route 
straight leave of absence. In fact, the faculty 
and the department head discussed that possi-
ty, but the individual felt he wanted to keep his 
s commitments. This and other considerations led the 
head to propose the more unorthodox leave. 
These case studies provide evidence of a pattern of 
used by excellent chairs to assist "troubled" 
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From the identification of a problem, the deter-
of contributing factors, the continual dialogue 
counseling, to the implementation of an appropriate 
plan, department heads offered support and encour-
to develop new faculty and revitalize the 
On the whole, chairpersons were convinced that many 
tential problems could be averted by frequent interac-
and continual monitoring of faculty performance. 
ytlOwe~'~r, their concern was not only for troubled faculty. 
chairs identified behaviors to help keep pro-
faculty vital. These behaviors will be discussed 
Behaviors Used for Faculty Development 
The process used by department heads to assist 
led" faculty has been presented with emphasis on 
of specific actions. In addition to 
behaviors which facilitate the growth and 
of "troubled" faculty, many chairpersons 
ified specific behaviors used to maintain the vital-
of productive faculty. Three questions combine to 
ide a framework for the organization of these behav-
mentioned previously, each participant was asked 
on one faculty member who had grown profession-
over the last few years, and then to identify how he 
him or her. Second, the department heads were 
to describe behaviors used with the whole depart-
Finally, the excellent chairs were asked what 
they would give a new department head on how to 
faculty professionally. An emerging pattern of 
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r was identified commencing with the establishment 
appropriate departmental climate, a "supportive 
environment" marked by "honesty and openness" on the 
of the department chairperson. It was within this 
that department heads felt they could most 
assist faculty. One chairperson suggested 
t " ••• certainly, in a helpful environment, I can talk 
faculty in trouble with better results." 
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The pattern of ongoing behaviors identified by ex-
chairs serve to support the "movers", reduce the 
and magnitude of faculty problems, and foster 
detection of those that did occur (See Table 9 on 
following pages). Respondents offered numerous rec-
ndations which were sorted into the following six 
1. Recruitment 
2. Communication 
3. Goals Identification 
4. support 
5. Evaluation 
6. Recognition 
discussion of these behaviors follows. 
Recruitment 
First, excellent chairs viewed faculty recruitment 
major deterrent to faculty problems. One department 
commented: 
The first thing is, of course, hiring the right 
people. To me that's a high priority of the 
job. Because people make the department and if 
you don't hire the best people you're not going 
to have the best department. 
The recruitment of faculty was also viewed as an opportu-
nity to establish new direction in the department. 
Eighty-six percent of the respondents indicated that they 
had hired during their administrative tenure and empha-
sized the importance of recruiting "top personnel." Ac-
cording to several respondents, hiring new people served 
Framework 
Recruitment 
communication 
Goals Identification 
Excellent Chairperson Behaviors 
Behaviors 
-Hire faculty with excellent skills 
-Establish open door policy 
-Interact frequently, especially with 
non-tenured faculty 
-Discuss problems 
-Manage by walking around, visit offices and 
labs often 
-Demonstrate a personal interest in faculty 
research and other activities 
-Inform faculty of important administrative 
issues 
-Schedule regular planning meetings or 
retreats 
-Develop and communicate reasonable 
expectations 
-Prepare departmental goals with faculty 
-Encourage faculty to identify short- and 
long-term goals 
-Help faculty to identify area of expertise 
-Counsel, encourage faculty to take training 
courses, etc. 
-Treat faculty as individuals 
'"' N 
Framework 
Support 
Behaviors 
-Encourage creativity, establish necessary 
environment 
-Encourage faculty participation in campus 
activities and committees 
-Encourage faculty interaction with appropriate 
peer groups at local, regional, and national 
level 
-Help identify funding sources for faculty 
-Assist faculty in grant proposal preparation 
-Expect faculty to obtain grant funds 
-Provide support for research program, 
-Encourage international opportunities and 
expect participation 
-Support travel to professional meetings 
-Encourage and expect participation in 
professional societies 
-Encourage sabbaticals and faculty development 
leaves 
-Stress team concept with faculty 
-Appoint a mentor for new faculty 
-Guard faculty time, eliminate trivia 
-Show confidence in faculty by accepting 
advice and recommendations 
-Take faculty from "where they are" versus 
"remolding" 
-Advocate for faculty accomplishments, needs, 
and concerns 
~ 
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TABLE 9, continued 
Framework 
Evaluation/Intervention 
Recognition 
Behaviors 
-Conduct rigorous and comprehensive annual 
evaluation 
-Provide continuous feedback to faculty on 
their performance 
-Use peers to review faculty performance 
-Conduct exit interview with students on 
faculty performance 
-Use positive reinforcement 
-Set timetable for faculty to accomplish goals 
-Use shifts in work assignments to challenge 
faculty 
-Change appointment or counsel faculty out of 
appointment 
-Adjust base salary for inequities 
-Use salary to reward and motivate 
-Give zero salary increases for unproductive 
faculty 
-Compliment faculty, write letters of 
appreciation to faculty with copy to 
administrators 
-Promote early 
-Appoint to "select" committees 
-Nominate for awards 
-Publicize faculty achievement to univers~ty, 
state, and nation 
-Reward teaching, research, and extension on 
an equal basis 
"" 
"" 
motivate unproductive faculty. One department head 
When you hear footsteps behind you, you push a 
little harder yourself. 
addition, faculty morale could be bolstered by hiring 
tanding personnel as related by one department head: 
... we did a lot of that [hiring] during the 
economic crunch. In every case, we got our 
first choice, and they've been great. The 
thing that was most rewarding about it was not 
that in itself, but the effect it had on the 
morale of the rest of the faculty •.. They saw 
these good young people coming in and they were 
very proud that we as a unit were able to 
attract them. 
, recruiting competent faculty was considered essen-
as a management tool. 
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In addition to "hiring the best", "getting to know 
faculty" was cited by the thirty department heads in 
study as fundamental in assisting the growth and 
lopment of faculty as demonstrated by one department 
who commented: 
I guess the single most important thing that 
one can do at the department level is to know 
the people. Listen to what faculty are saying 
about themselves and about their career. 
one's faculty was described by another department 
as a process which requires both "time and willing-
ness to listen with understanding and empathy". Excellent 
chairs are proactive in this two-way communication pro-
------------ ------- --
s, and identify specific behaviors to facilitate in-
While the annual evaluation offers one mechanism 
exchange, excellent chairs appear to interact on a 
more frequent and informal basis. In addition to the 
evaluation process, orientation of new faculty, 
crisis intervention, excellent chairs communicate 
frequently and on a regular basis (76 per-
), offer suggestions, "do lots of listening", and 
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use these opportunities to reinforce good work or 
diagnose or discuss problems. Some department heads 
ied their administrative style as "managing by 
ing around," and endeavored to visit with faculty in 
r office or lab. Others mentioned their "open door 
and indicated that they attempt to interact with 
"whenever they need me." The frequency of com-
mun~cation facilitated early conflict intervention which 
appeared to be characteristic of all excellent chairs. 
Formal communication was also deemed important and 
ttention was given to the internal and external communi-
cation process. Internal communcation was viewed as 
particularly crucial in maintaining high morale and pro-
Formal communication modes identified by 
excellent chairs included faculty meetings, newsletters, 
and retreats or planning sessions. The depart-
newsletter was cited as an effective channel for 
strative information, announcements and accomplish-
of faculty and staff by 36 percent of the excellent 
Most were distributed monthly. 
Frequency of faculty meetings ranged from every two 
to "only as needed." One department head felt that 
iding an opportunity for faculty to communicate was 
that he scheduled faculty meetings even if 
powered activities were not going on". No rela-
between frequency of faculty meetings and size 
rtment was apparent. 
can be seen that frequent communication between 
head and faculty was viewed as critical to the 
and development of faculty and was facilitated by 
excellent chairs. Communication among faculty, how-
, was viewed by several respondents as difficult to 
part to the faculty members' belief that 
were well informed of one another's activities. One 
;p()ncle:nt, upon moving into administration in his de-
was astonished at how little faculty knew about 
colleagues. He explained the circumstances and 
his attempt to rectify this problem as follows: 
When I was a faculty member, I thought that I 
knew exactly what other people in the depart-
ment were doing ••. It was a real shock to me 
when I moved into administration in the same 
department to find out that I knew much less 
about the other people than I thought I did. I 
realized that if I had this problem that it was 
very likely that other people had the same 
problem ... I thought it might be useful for each 
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faculty member in the department to know as 
much as possible about the other faculty 
members •.. So each year after we've gone through 
the faculty evaluations, I distribute a small 
booklet to each faculty member that includes as 
much as possible about what each of them is 
doing .•. they can look in there and compare 
themselves to their peers in just about any 
category. This gives them a goal to shoot for. 
Identification 
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Excellent department heads considered goal identifi-
ion as another important management strategy. Helping 
ty identify goals, assess opportunities and set 
tmental direction was cited by respondents as a 
or responsibility of department heads and critical to 
professional development of faculty. The job des-
iption was viewed as integral in this goal identifica-
process. One department head commented: 
The best thing you can do for anybody in any 
job is to define the job description 
completely. The duties, the expectations and 
the methods that you're going to use to 
evaluate that person's performance .•. If you 
don't do that •.. I think anything else that you 
do is pretty much cosmetic. 
ighty-four percent of the excellent chairs indicated 
new faculty are given more individual attention in 
process due in part to the rigorous promotion and 
evaluation. Department heads met with new faculty 
often as needed to assist in goal assessment prior to 
promotion and tenure decision. For established fac-
, goal assessment generally occurred during the an-
~~--~-.-~~~~~~--------
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evaluation. According to the excellent chairs, 
.~o,~utification of a faculty member's long- and short-term 
ls could be accomplished most effectively through.open 
scussion only after the department's direction was 
tablished. Often, to facilitate departmental goal 
cnc.uplopment, retreats were scheduled to allow faculty to 
llectively focus on the future of the department. 
To help faculty determine job direction, excellent 
first identified their own expectations and those 
institution. Department heads then encouraged 
ty to define areas of expertise, asked faculty how 
felt they could best contribute to the department, 
how they wanted to make their mark. 
Chairpersons helped faculty identify their strengths 
weaknesses in open discussions and worked with them 
promote the strengths and eliminate the weaknesses. 
identifying specific forms of development (e.g., 
stmasters, campus instructional improvement opportuni-
, departmental mentoring), excellent chairs provided 
the opportunity for professional growth. 
Providing frequent encouragement and support was 
iewed by excellent chairs as another action essential to 
faculty vital and productive members of the depart-
• Several chairpersons characterized their role as 
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'r.ua~." in this process of assisting faculty profession-
Numerous approaches were cited by department heads 
effectively enhancing faculty morale and performance. 
fundamental form of assistance identified by depart-
heads as critical to the professional development of 
ty was financial support. Providing adequate facil-
s, equipment, technicians and graduate students, for 
exampie, was considered imperative, but increasingly 
fficult due to the current fiscal situation at several 
versities represented in this study. 
Another major form of support cited by several re-
was demonstrating confidence in faculty. 
showed confidence by delegating responsibility and 
cauth()rjty to the faculty member, by seeking their advice 
counsel, and by listening to and accepting the recom-
emanating from committees in which the faculty 
played a substantive role. Participatory decision 
was encouraged and facilitated, and served to 
faculty morale. 
Participation within the department and at the col-
and university level was selectivelY encouraged and 
c~clpr,crted by excellent chairs as evidenced by one respon-
who stated: 
I watch for situations that can further that 
person's professional development and for 
situations that can be detrimental. Then, I 
either encourage or discourage participation. 
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Fifty-seven percent of the excellent chairs indi-
ted they cautioned faculty about overcommitment to 
work and other campus activities and limited 
assignments for new faculty. Other forms of 
istance for new faculty included providing release 
, encouraging and assisting participation in profes-
1 societies, assisting in grant writing and editing, 
helping faculty define research direction. Most 
heads viewed assisting new faculty a high 
as evidenced by the following comment: 
In my view they are the future of the 
department and I feel that I can have a greater 
impact by putting the emphasis on the young 
people that are going to be the future •.. If a 
choice has to be made, I bank on new faculty. 
dealing with the older unproductive faculty member, 
respondents indicated they encourage them to consid-
early retirement. A few of the participants in the 
counseled "stuck" faculty out of the academic envi-
One department head commented: 
There comes a time when some faculty clearly 
know that their career is not going well •.. they 
know they're frustrated with research and their 
teaching is not that good. I have actually 
worked with two of our faculty very recently to 
get them jobs outside the university. I 
usually try to work hard to get people out of 
the system as well as to improve them. 
rs helped faculty find a "better fit" at another 
I knew of some positions that were available 
that I thought the person would be good at. I 
encouraged other people to call and let them 
know about the positions. 
tionally, the excellent department chairs studied 
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all faculty by removing obstacles and shoulder-
responsibilities. One department head com-
... I've assembled one of the best groups of 
scientists in the country •.. they can more 
productively spend their time doing science and 
I can more productively spend my time helping 
them do it .•. that means keeping a lot of paper 
work off their desks. 
Some department heads in the study indicated they 
faculty by serving as mentors to their assistant 
or by appointing a senior faculty member to 
as a role model. Others encourage interaction with 
faculty on an informal basis. One department head 
I assign a full professor to work with each 
assistant and associate professor in preparing 
their [promotion and/or tenure] documents. I 
actually change those individuals from year to 
year to get different input and different 
concepts across. 
department head stated: 
I unofficially appoint a mentor. I do that 
because I do not want a superior/inferior 
relationship to develop in the department ••. and 
I want it to be relatively informal. 
Generally speaking, the department heads studied 
sabbaticals, and research and development 
aeclVPS for their faculty particularly for their mid-
and senior faculty. Several, however, expressed 
tion at how few of their faculty were willing to 
icipate. To encourage participation in sabbatic~ls, 
department head has given each faculty member $1,000 
sabbatical. Another respondent who 
a larger department facilitated leaves by 
nCc)uraging faculty to plan ahead two or three years 
the scheduled leave. As more faculty participate, 
want to become involved. The department head 
I try to have 3 or 4 gone every year. That has 
really become a norm •.• people pick up and 
change their role. 
addition to supporting participation in sabbaticals 
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other leave programs, the respondents cited altering 
appointments and helping the mid-career or senior 
member, whose productivity has declined, focus on 
new interest. One department head commented: 
The mid-career person who is in a rut ••• I try 
to see if I can get them into something that 
excites them. I try to change the direction, 
as long as what they're doing can be dropped. 
Once, for example, I got him into the 
department leadership in computers and 
assisting other faculty. Encourage them to get 
into something they really excel at. 
For the more vital and productive faculty member, 
out of the way" was voiced by several department 
the best assistance. One department head com-
My basic philosophy .•. is to get out of the way 
and let them develop. Oftentimes that's more 
helpful than becoming actively involved. 
Several department heads indicated they promote 
whenever feasible to encourage faculty vitality 
productivity. Whenever a vacancy occurred in the 
'oe,pd,Ltment, one respondent encouraged faculty to "make 
pursue new areas of interest". He facili-
this change by developing "discussion starters", a 
description sent to each faculty member every fall 
following year. For each faculty member, the 
head states the general functions of their 
and introduces some variation. He elaborated: 
I propose a mixture of percentage of time each 
would have in research, service, and teaching. 
I propose specifically which classes they might 
teach the following year and on most people 
I would put in some surprises .•• I'd put in a 
course that they maybe have not done to get 
them to think differently. I send this out to 
all faculty .•• once they see other people start 
doing things differently, they come in and say 
maybe I ought to renegotiate my role. 
As discussed earlier, the practice of changing a 
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member's direction is sometimes used for the mid-
person who is "in a rut". While several chairs 
!~',u~~dted their willingness to support shifts within the 
~epart,mElnt, redirecting a faculty member is not always 
in smaller departments. One department head 
The striking thing in coming to a small 
department in a university is how few 
supportive resources the department chair 
really has compared with other places I've 
been--government and industry. They are 
staffed thinly, one deep. The idea of being 
able to shift people around just isn't there. 
The excellent chairs in the study often support 
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by anticipating potential problems and initiating 
One department chair, for example, greatly re-
the trend toward "empire building" within the de-
rtment through his departmental committee structure. 
explained: 
I have a system of committees in the 
department, and I shake them up every two or 
three years so that people don't become 
entrenched in a certain area. Because I move 
them around often enough, I've never seen a 
problem with people feeling that something is 
just their turf. 
All excellent chairs viewed themselves as strong 
of their faculty and of their department. Sev-
department heads stated that they supported faculty 
frequently with the appropriate dean 
their departmental and individual accomplish-
and, simultaneously, determined the "mood" of the 
'?~III~Llistration in matters relating to the department. 
s was accomplished through meetings scheduled specifi-
cally for this purpose, chance meetings on campus, and by 
distributing the department newsletter. One department 
illustrated the importance of communicating depart-
accomplishments to higher administration when he 
observed that "an informed dean is a supportive dean." 
advocacy role required department heads to know 
their faculty's programs, reinforcing the need for 
1 dialogue. In addition to higher administra-
department heads stated that they actively 
behalf of their department throughout the 
versity, the state, and beyond. 
Finally, all of the excellent chairs encouraged 
lvement in professional organizations. Most were 
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to support faculty participation by providing travel 
to regional and/or national meetings. 
mentioned previously, excellent chairs advocate 
or continuous feedback to assist faculty profes-
The rigorous and comprehensive annual evalua-
process, however, was considered essential for the 
and development of faculty. The significance of 
annual performance appraisal was evidenced by the 
placed on preparation by the excellent chairs. 
department heads, for example, expected and often 
ired their faculty to complete an evaluation form 
for the year. Several depart-
heads required each faculty member to state specific 
for the year and held them accountable for goals 
the previous year. One department head uses a prac-
which facilitates this information gathering which 
calls "feeding the file." He explained: 
I ask all faculty to continually "feed the 
file". For the new assistant professors, I 
knew they had no basis for the ground rules and 
I knew how difficult it was to document 
everything without keeping a current file. 
This has worked out quite well. It sets an 
expectation and allows faculty members to see 
continual progress. All they need to do at the 
year end when the annual conference comes up is 
to supplement the file in any way they choose. 
Whitman and Weiss (1982) suggest that " ... if there 
conventional wisdom in the field of faculty 
luation it is that using multiple data sources is 
desirable" (p. 2). Similarly, several excellent chairs 
"distributed the burden of faculty evaluation" through 
the use of student evaluation for classroom instructors, 
peer evaluation or review and, in some cases, self 
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evaluation. In one large department (over 15 FTE) faculty 
rank themselves on the same scale as the department chair 
and defend or discuss their rankings during the annual 
conference. Another department head has initiated a peer 
review process for all faculty members who have yet to be 
tenured or promoted. He elaborated: 
I annually send around a very simple two 
question form. How close are you to this 
individual? Do you feel very highly or very 
negatively? Every faculty participates--even 
the non-tenured people evaluate other non-
tenured people. I review these with the tenure 
and promotion committee and with the individual 
faculty member and it becomes, in the case of 
the young faculty, probably the first thing 
they want to see. 
The department head interprets the comments to the facul-
ty to ensure confidentiality. In one situation, four or 
_..--...... ----- ._-
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people commented that a young faculty member was 
icularly harsh in dealing with graduate students. 
department head, by carefully questioning this facul-
member about his interaction with graduate students, 
able to use the information from the peer evaluation 
a behavior change. The department head conti-
It turned out he was just very impatient. We 
hire very outstanding people. You get people 
who want everyone else to be as good as they 
are. He was coming down a little hard on 
graduate students. That was completely solved. 
Another method of obtaining information for the 
luation process was the exit interview with graduating 
The department head discusses courses and in-
~rUCLL'LS with each student, summarizes the comments, and 
them with the teacher evaluation form. This 
~formation is then used along with the other data. 
Department heads identify and address problems 
the year but often use the formal evaluation 
to tackle major issues relating to faculty pro-
Most chairpersons in this study indicated 
they scheduled a formal meeting with each faculty 
to discuss their goals and accomplishments, their 
and weaknesses, specific problems and suggested 
Thus, the annual conference was often the 
board for initiating significant changes in facul-
-------- ---------- ---
Merit salary decisions were closely tied to the 
process by excellent department chairs. Most 
that withholding salary increases for faculty who 
achieve rarely of itself promotes productivity. 
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several, however, use this practice. One department head 
,_s,~~'~csted that " •.. it may not be effective, but it frees 
additional funds for productive faculty." 
Recognition 
Finally, recognizing and rewarding faculty was 
viewed as a deterrent to faculty problems and a rein-
forcement for faculty productivity. While strongly tied 
to the annual evaluation process, excellent department 
heads reinforce faculty productivity throughout the year. 
One department head commented: 
If I have a faculty member who is extremely 
productive •.• I don't ignore the fact that they 
are doing a superior job except once a year. 
Pat them on the back. Publicly praise them. I 
think we have to encourage even those who are 
doing very very well to continue to do so. 
Forms of recognition reported by the excellent chairs 
were early promotion, salary increase, additional fund-
ing, appointment to "select" committees, and nomination 
for awards. Several department heads stated that they 
organized award committees within their department to 
facilitate the nomination of faculty. Excellent chairs 
reinforce the award winner with a letter in the file and 
~--- .... ----~---
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publicity within the department and to higher admin-
~ ... ,·"r:ion. 
Conditions Related to Behaviors 
The major purpose of this study was to identify 
viors used by "excellent" department chairpersons to 
professionally and describe conditions 
affect those behaviors. Several general observa-
can be made regarding how department heads enhance 
growth and development of their faculty. As the case 
es and other description of strategies and behaviors 
icate, excellent chairpersons in this study perform 
ific behaviors to assist faculty professionally. 
of these behaviors were learned "on the job" and 
other department heads. Further observations pre-
here include differences in behaviors based on 
of department and career stage, sources of satisfac-
, and factors which influence department head beha-
~ Small Departments 
Few differences were noted between strategies and 
oAn""iors used in larger (greater than 15 FTE) versus 
(less than 15 FTE) departments. One major dis-
of the larger department was the flexibility to 
and shift appointments among faculty, a strategy 
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which was often used to redirect the efforts of a "dozer" 
or "stuck" faculty member. Another notable difference 
between large and small departments was in the chanrrels 
of communication. In larger departments, more formal 
communication was utilized by department heads. Memos 
and newsletters were used frequently and responsibility 
delegated or information disseminated through committee 
chairs and section leaders. Chairs of smaller depart-
ments relied more on informal communication, easily vis-
iting with their faculty "several times a week." 
Career Stage 
Some variance in excellent chair behavior was noted 
based upon the career stage of faculty. Baldwin (1984) 
notes that " ... professors progress through a series of 
sequential career stages characterized by different de-
mands, motivations, rewards, and professional development 
needs" (p. 46). Although several of the excellent chairs 
had some knowledge of the adult and career development 
literature, it appears that it was more difficult for 
most chairs to identify developmental issues for mid-
career and older faculty than for those beginning a 
career. Excellent chairs generally spent time with facul-
ty regardless of career stage. New faculty, however, 
were given more individual attention due in part to the 
"rigorous promotion and tenure evaluation." Most chairs 
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indicate concern about the few "stuck" faculty mem-
rS (usually identified as senior faculty) but admitted-
spent more of their time on productive faculty. One 
n~vo,~tment head acknowledged that he didn't devote a 
amount of time to people who are burned out because 
then, have time to spend time on people who 
productive." 
Satisfaction 
Tucker (1984) notes that most chairs are generally 
tisfied with their administrative role and gain " 
satisfaction from helping others with their 
development and from helping to guide and 
effective academic program" (p. 389). Despite 
frustrations associated with the role of academic 
head, e.g., ambiguity of the position, proli-
of paperwork, fear of becoming professionally 
obsolete, the excellent chairpersons in this study ex-
satisfaction in their administrative position. 
percent of the excellent chairs cited "accom-
plishments of faculty" as a major source of satisfaction. 
"Hiring outstanding faculty", "building a department of 
reputation" and "the turnaround of troubled 
were also viewed as major job satisfiers provid-
excellent chairs sufficient motivation to continue in 
headship role. 
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~ctors Which Influence Department Head Behaviors 
A factor that was cited by most excellent chairs 
both as influencing the way in which they assist faculty, 
and a major source of dissatisfaction, was the declining 
resource base. Most respondents were particularly con-
cerned with funding cuts as they adversely affected the 
department chair's ability to hire and reward good facul-
ty. One department head commented that " ... money has not 
been there to bring in the young faculty that we need for 
our vitality as a department." Another concluded that 
" ... it's never completely satisfying not to be able to 
reward your best performers." Additionally, diminishing 
resources was viewed as challenging the authority of the 
department head as exemplified by the comment " •.. in 
times of contracting resources, the decision-making and 
the activity of those in the central administration be-
comes greater." Finally, several chairs concluded that 
the declining resource base had forced them to assume a 
more active role of fund raising just to keep their 
departments and faculty competitive. 
Another factor identified by most excellent chairs 
as influencing their ability to enhance the growth and 
development of faculty was support from higher adminis-
tration. One department head reflected the sentiments of 
several suggesting that " ... the philosophy of the admin-
--_.. ------------ ,---.----" 
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at the college and experiment station level and 
has a significant influence on the development of 
faculty and the way they perform ..• " Most excellent 
chairs characterized their deans as "very positive and 
supportive." 
Specific Behaviors 
Further analysis of the data indicated that excel-
chairpersons perform particular behaviors to enhance 
growth and development of faculty. An 
pattern of behavior was identified commencing 
establishment of the appropriate departmental 
climate; a "supportive open environment" marked by "hon-
openness" on the part of the department chair-
It was within this environment that excellent 
they could most effectively assist faculty. 
department head suggested that " .•• certainly, in a 
lpful environment, I can talk to faculty in trouble 
better results." 
Faculty were generally characterized by the ex-
cellent chairs as either "vital and productive", or 
"troubled". Although excellent chairs emphasized the 
individuality of faculty, troubled faculty were assisted 
excellent chairs through the implementation of specif-
actions irrespective of type of problem or the facul-
Once a problem had been identified, 
;c~cellent chairs then gathered the pertinent information 
us 
acted promptly to rectify the problem. On the whole, 
~l{CE"LL~llt chairs were convinced that many potential prob-
could be averted by frequent interaction and conti-
monitoring of faculty performance. However, their 
was not only for troubled faculty but also for 
vital and productive members of their departments. 
excellent chairs identified specific behaviors that 
support the "movers", reduce the number and magni-
of faculty problems, and foster early detection of 
those that did occur. 
Summary 
The major purpose of this study was to identify 
behaviors used by excellent academic department chair-
assist faculty professionally. This chapter 
a discussion of the preliminary data which 
included demographics of the sample, administrative ca-
er expectations, previous administrative experience, 
aining, conditions which affect chairperson behaviors, 
and sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Data 
revealed that excellent chairpersons headed departments 
ranging in size from 11 to 69 members. The period of 
incumbency ranged from two to 26 years with the admini-
strative career expectations from less than one to about 
10 years. Less than half of the excellent chairs report-
prior administrative experience most commonly serving 
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department head, program head, or research project 
Department heads reported various methods of 
ning and development for their role in assisting the 
and development of faculty. However, most admini-
tive behaviors were learned "on the job" and from 
nT'Il~r department heads. According to the excellent chairs 
; QPveral factors influence the way in which they assist 
The two conditions having the most direct 
"·;~HI~,~~t were the declining resource base and support from 
administration. Despite various frustrations, 
chairpersons were generally satisfied in their adminis-
trative role. 
Following a discussion of the preliminary data, six 
studies were presented to demonstrate how excellent 
chairs assist "troubled" faculty. Chairs were convinced 
that many potential problems could be averted by frequent 
interaction and continual monitoring of faculty perfor-
Their concern, however, was not only for troubled 
Department heads identified behaviors to sup-
"movers", reduce the number and magnitude of 
faculty problems, and foster early detection of those 
that did occur. 
Next a framework for the organization of these 
behaviors was offered drawing on responses from three 
questions including "Advice to New Chairs". Chairpersons 
offered numerous recommendations which were sorted into 
following six categories: recruitment, communica-
s, goals identification, support, evaluation, and 
ognition. conditions related to behaviors concluded 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON BEHAVIORS: 
ENHANCING THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF FACULTY 
A college or university is only as good as its 
faculty. As Dressel (1981) writes, "The major work of 
the university is done by the faculty ... and coordinated 
by administrative sources" (p. 27). Indeed, the faculty 
together with academic department heads in particular, 
are key to the successful operation of the university. 
Given the importance of faculty within the institution, 
their development and continued productivity becomes 
critical to the vitality of the university. 
In the decade of the eighties, more than ever be-
fore, the condition of institutions of higher education 
in general, and of the professoriate in particular, is a 
major concern (Baldwin & Blackburn, 1983; Kanter, 1979; 
Schuster & Bowen, 1985). The reality of declining enroll-
ments and diminishing resources continues to cause con-
cern on most college and university campuses across the 
country. These trends are likely to continue (Hodgkin-
son, 1985) resulting in lowered faculty mobility, a sharp 
decline in real earnings (Schuster & Bowen, 1985) and 
fewer opportunities for personal and professional devel-
opment (Kanter, 1977). During any period of change, a 
central issue which must be addressed is whether an 
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organization can maintain academic excellence without 
fostering faculty vitality. Faculty development programs 
institutions of higher education with opporeuni-
keep faculty current and build excellence from 
One promising and economical approach to faculty 
development builds on the current institutional structure 
by working through first-line managers in higher educa-
tion, the academic department chairperson. If, as Dres-
sel (1981) suggests, most faculty find that their imme-
diate concerns and involvement in the institution are 
through their departments, then department heads are in a 
particularly pivotal position to encourage, support, and 
recognize growth and development activities of their 
faculty. 
While department heads acknowledge their responsi-
bility for the enhancement of faculty growth and develop-
ment (Boice, 1985), they are poorly prepared to assume 
this role. Most department chairs are promoted to these 
positions through the academic ranks with little or no 
leadership training and without a clear understanding of 
the skills of managing and facilitating the growth of 
faculty and staff. Knight and Holen (1985) contend that 
this inexperience " ... intensifies the need for informa-
tion concerning the behavior characteristics of depart-
ment chairpersons who are perceived to be effective" 
(p. 685). It should be possible, then, to gain valuable 
information about how chairs assist faculty by studying 
behaviors of chairpersons who have been identified as 
significantly enhancing the professional growth and de-
velopment of faculty in their departments. This assump-
tion was the guiding principle of the present study. 
The Chairperson's Role in Faculty Development 
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Numerous authors have labeled the academic depart-
ment as vital to the functioning of the university (Cor-
son, 1975; Dressel, et al. 1970; Euwema, 1953; Heimler, 
1967; McHenry, 1977; Waltzer, 1975) and key to the suc-
cessful achievement of the university's mission of teach-
ing, research, and public service (Anderson, 1968; Dil-
ley, 1972; Ikenberry & Friedman, 1972; Roach, 1976). As 
Bennett (1983) asserts, "It is at the department level 
that the real institutional business gets conducted" (p. 
1). Given the importance of the academic department 
within the institution, the department head becomes a 
critical link, fostering the professional and intellec-
tual development of his or her faculty while providing 
leadership to accomplish the university's mission. 
To what extent is the department head responsible 
for the development of faculty? Faculty development has 
been identified by numerous investigators as a legitimate 
function of the department head. Tucker (1984) described 
- ----- --- --- ---- -------------------------- ---
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the roles, functions, and responsibilities of department 
heads based on data collected from over 1,000 administra-
tors since 1980. In a project funded by the W. K. -
Kellogg Foundation, Tucker designed and tested a model 
for planned change in higher education that would enhance 
the planning, management and leadership competencies of 
department chairs within the nine institutions of the 
state university system of Florida. Subsequently, infor-
mation was gathered from department chairs in colleges 
and universities outside of Florida. Based on this data, 
Tucker identified several categories of responsibilities 
for department chairs. These include department gover-
nance, instruction, faculty and student affairs, external 
communication, budget and resources, office management, 
and professional development. 
Faculty development has also been identified by 
other investigators as a legitimate function of the de-
partment head. McLaughlin, et al., (1975) gathered 
information from 1,198 department heads at 32 Ph.D.-
granting public institutions in the United States. They 
identified three roles of the department head: (1) the 
academic role which consists of involvement with students 
and research; (2) the administrative role of record keep-
ing and a link with the rest of the institution; and, (3) 
a leadership role of personnel and program development. 
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Using data from the McLaughlin et al. study, Smart 
and Elton (1976) identified 27 department head responsi-
bilities which they combined into four roles: (1) the 
faculty role of personnel development and morale build-
ing; (2) the coordinating role of planning and represent-
ing; (3) the research role of grant management and grad-
uate student supervision; and, (4) the instructional role 
of teaching, advising, and record keeping. 
In an unrelated investigation, Bragg (1980) identi-
fied four role orientations characterized by a primary 
focus on faculty, external relations, program, or manage-
ment. Using information gathered from 39 department 
heads at Pennsylvania State University, she examined the 
socialization of academic department heads to the head-
ship role. Sixteen of the 39 heads interviewed were 
found to concentrate their efforts more on the faculty 
orientation role than the other 3 roles. These heads 
" ..• described their primary responsibilities as recruit-
ing, developing, and evaluating faculty members, facili-
tating the work of the faculty, reducing intra-depart-
mental conflict, and improving faculty morale" (p.116). 
All studies cited above clearly recognized the chairper-
son's role of faculty developer. Other researchers have 
described specific methods chairs used to assist faculty 
growth and development. 
Wheeler and Creswell (1985) identified strategies 
by department chairpersons and faculty to encourage 
search development based on a research review of t~e 
ty productivity literature. Specific strategies 
identified include mentoring and collaboration with col-
leagues. In another study, Wheeler, et al. (1986) de-
scribed the roles and activities used by outstanding de-
partment heads to assist faculty growth and development. 
Seven roles were identified (communicator, facilitator, 
academic leader, motivator, counselor, politician and 
manager of "administrivia") which are important to the 
development of faculty and department vitality. 
Research Questions 
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Given that the development of faculty is seen as a 
legitimate function of the department head (Bragg, 1980; 
McLaughlin, Montgomery, & Malpass, (1975) Smart & Elton, 
1976) and even a preferred role (McLaughlin, et.al., 
1975; Tucker, 1984), that department heads are poorly 
prepared to assume this role, and that past studies have 
limited their discussions to the identification of roles, 
functions and responsibilities, this study focuses on 
describing behaviors used by academic department chair-
persons to enhance the professional growth and develop-
ment of faculty in their departments. More specifically, 
this study identifies excellent department chair behav-
s that assist faculty professionally, and describes 
ccona~tions which affect these behaviors, (e.g., factors 
influence behaviors, sources of information that-
chairpersons arrive at these behaviors, satisfac-
and dissatisfactions, and advice to new chairs). 
Method 
Thirty academic department chairpersons from ten of 
twelve North Central Region Land-Grant Colleges of 
Agriculture participated in this study. One of the non-
participating universities was chosen as the site of the 
the survey instrument. The one remaining in-
was eliminated because the tenure of all chair-
persons within the college was two years or less. 
College of Agriculture deans and chairpersons iden-
tified three chairs who had excelled at assisting faculty 
professionally. Chairpersons whose names appeared most 
often on the lists were selected for interviewing. Deans 
and chairs at the ten participating colleges identified 
sixty-one excellent chairpersons (see Table 1, p. 46). 
number identified at each college ranged between four 
ten. The data in Table 1 shows the total number of 
Votes cast at each institution and the total number and 
percentage of votes received by the three chairpersons 
selected for interviewing. The number of votes received 
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bY the selected chairs, expressed as a percent of all 
votes cast, ranged from 61.9 percent to 84.6 percent, 
averaging 72.7 percent. Of the thirty chairpersons-se-
lected for interviewing, twenty-three were identified by 
both deans and chairpersons. The remaining seven were 
identified only by chairs. 
Instrument 
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A nonscheduled structured interview schedule was 
developed for this study to afford the interviewer 
choices as to order and wording of questions. The valid-
ity and reliability of the interview schedule were tested 
in a pilot study using six chairpersons, three from one 
midwestern university and three from one eastern univer-
sity. 
The interview schedule consisted of five sections 
and 20 questions. The first section asked for background 
information including number of faculty in the unit, 
method of chair's selection, number of years in the 
position, administrative career expectation, previous 
administrative experience, and mission of the department. 
The second section sought behaviors used by the 
chairs to assist faculty professionally. First, partici-
pants were asked to focus on one faculty member who had 
grown professionally over the last few years, and then to 
identify how he or she, as the head, had assisted him or 
her. Second, the department heads were asked, "In retro-
spect, what other things might you have done to assist 
this person?" Third, department heads were asked to 
describe behaviors used with the whole department and to 
identify approaches tried that did not work. Finally, 
the chairs were asked if their behaviors varied for 
faculty at different career stages. 
The third section of the instrument consisted of 
questions about conditions which could influence the way 
chairs assist faculty. Both positive and negative fac-
tors and factors inside and outside the department were 
investigated. 
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The fourth section included two questions about 
chairperson development. Chairs were asked, "How have you 
developed your own skills and methods in this area?" and 
"Where do you go to get information about working with 
faculty?" 
The questions in section five asked, "During your 
administrative career, what are the two or three greatest 
satisfactions from your role as chair, and what are the 
two or three greatest dissatisfactions?" 
The question in the last section asked participants 
what advice they would give new department heads who 
asked, "What should I concentrate on--what should I do--
to assist faculty professionally?" 
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grocedure 
Data was collected through telephone interviews of 
the thirty department chairpersons. The interview re-
quired 30 minutes to one hour to complete. Prior to the 
interview, the chairpersons were sent an introductory 
letter describing the purpose of the project, the topic 
area to be covered and various issues which would be 
discussed during the interview. In addition, they were 
told the process by which they were selected, the length 
of time required for the interview, and when to expect 
the interviewer's call. The exact time for the interview 
was scheduled in advance with the chairperson's secre-
tary. 
The specific data analysis for this study was sug-
gested by qualitative methods of interview interpretation 
(Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Wolf, 1979) and included: (1) 
tape recording and transcribing each interview; (2) sort-
ing the interviews for issues, concerns and factual in-
formation; (3) conceptualizing a model that visually 
represented major issues; (4) designating the coding unit 
as the entire interview due to the overlap of responses 
offered to questions; (5) formulating response categories 
for content analysis of the interviews; (6) testing the 
coding instrument for intercoder reliability (three pro-
fessors from one North Central Region Land-Grant College 
of Agriculture served as coders to verify the accuracy of 
-----_ ..................... _-----....... _ .. _ ....... _----------------------
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the researchers observations); and, (7) presenting the 
responses in the narrative discussion as related to each 
research question. Frequency counts and percentages were 
used for this descriptive data. 
Results 
preliminary Information about Chairpersons 
Those chairpersons selected headed departments rang-
ing in size from 11 to 69 members with a mean of 30 
members. The period of incumbency ranged from two to 26 
years. Only 27 percent had served for five years or 
less. The administrative career expectations of the 
excellent chairs ranged from less than one to about ten 
years. A sizable minority (47 percent) expected to leave 
their current position within three years. Of this 
group, 64 percent had been in their position for more 
than five years. Forty-three percent reported prior ad-
ministrative experience, most commonly serving as depart-
ment head, program head, or research project director. 
Nine of the department heads had gained administrative 
experience in a field other than education. positions 
ranged from assignments in the federal government (USDA, 
AID, NSF, military service) to private industry. 
Training Methods. Chairpersons reported various 
methods of training and development for their role in 
assisting the growth and development of faculty. 
--- - ------- -- --------- - ---- ~ ~-----------------------
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Forty-seven percent cited observation of department heads 
and other administrators as a major source of develop-
ment. Thirty-seven percent reported some reliance on 
journals, books and newsletters. Others questioned the 
usefulness of books as tools in department head develop-
ment. "I don't get much from them [books]. A lot of 
nonsense is written about academic administration." 
Journals and books mentioned most often dealt with 
management and management styles, human relations and 
personnel management. The Harvard Business Review was 
cited as a helpful source of information on management 
and human relations. Several respondents indicated a 
preference for newsletters as a source of information on 
personnel management due in part to the succinct manner 
of presentation. Newsletters mentioned by "excellent" 
chairs included "The Administrator", "Academic Leader", 
"Office Today", "Personal Report for the Executive", and 
"Working Smart, '87". 
Interaction with department heads was cited as an 
important method of chair development by 30 percent of 
the respondents. Chairs reported meeting with other 
department heads in their college regularly to discuss 
common problems and concerns. Formal meetings within the 
North Central Region were mentioned by several department 
heads as an important forum for exchanging problems and 
concerns. One department head suggested that " ... listen-
----~ - .-_ •.•. _--._----- ---- -----------." -------~ ---------- ---
ing to what others have to say is helpful ... at these 
meetings I can get a real feel for what other department 
heads are doing ... " 
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Other methods of development reported by respondents 
were workshops, courses, and conferences. Ten department 
chairs reported some level of participation in at least 
one of these activities. For some respondents, the North 
central Region New Administrators Workshop was particu-
larly helpful. One chairperson depicted the NCR workshop 
as "extraordinarily helpful" and observed, " .•. it gave me 
some tools and insight that I just didn't have. That was 
probably the greatest gift the college ever gave to me." 
Several respondents indicated they were somewhat disap-
pointed that their college administration did not send 
them through a formal training workshop at the outset. 
"On the job training" was reported by 30 percent of 
the department heads as an important method of develop-
ment. Several credited their administrative assistants 
and head secretaries with helping them "learn the ropes." 
Finally, when asked how they had developed their 
skills in assisting faculty professionally, 20 percent of 
the chairpersons reported trial and error, or as one 
stated, " ... probably by committing every deadly sin ... ba-
sically I've sort of gone with what seems to work." Al-
though trial and error was considered a legitimate means 
of development, one department chair cautioned that 
----~ 
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" ... if you don't learn from your mistakes, you don't last 
long as a department head." All chairpersons recognized 
the need for training. Several, however, complained of 
too little time for formal development activities. 
Conditions. A factor that was cited by most chairs 
as influencing the way in which they assist faculty was 
the declining resource base. Most respondents were par-
ticularly concerned with funding cuts as they adversely 
affected the department chair's ability to hire and re-
ward good faculty. One department head commented that 
" ... money has not been there to bring in the young facul-
ty that we need for our vitality as a department." An-
other concluded that " ... it's [dissatisfying] not to be 
able to reward your best performers." Additionally, 
diminishing resources were viewed as challenging the 
authority of the department head as exemplified by the 
comment, " .•. in times of contracting resources, the 
decision-making and the activity of those in the central 
administration becomes greater." Finally, several chairs 
concluded that the declining resource base had forced 
them to"assume a more active role in fund raising just to 
keep their departments and faculty competitive. 
Another factor indentified by most chairs as in-
fluencing their ability to enhance the growth and devel-
opment of faculty was support from higher administration. 
One department head reflected the sentiments of several 
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Suggesting that " ... the philosophy of the administration 
at the college and experiment station level and above has 
a significant influence on the development of faculty and 
the way they perform ... " Most excellent chairs charac-
terized their deans as "very cooperative" and "support-
ive." 
Job Satisfaction. Despite various frustrations 
associated with the role of academic department head, 
e.g., ambiguity of the position, inability to motivate 
faculty, proliferation of paperwork, fear of becoming 
professionally obsolete, chairs were generally satisfied 
in their role as first-line administrators. Tucker 
(1984) notes that most chairs are generally satisifed 
with their administrative role and gain " .•. personal 
satisfaction from helping others with their professional 
development and from helping to guide and build an effec-
tive academic program" (p. 389). Over 75 percent of the 
department heads cited "accomplishments of faculty" as a 
major source of satisfaction. "Hiring outstanding facul-
ty", "building a department of national reputation" and 
"the turnaround of troubled faculty" were also viewed as 
major job satisfiers providing most chairs sufficient 
motivation to continue in the headship role. 
Behaviors Used for Faculty Development 
Three questions combine to provide a framework for 
the organization of behaviors used by excellent chair-
persons to enhance the growth and development of faculty. 
First, participants were asked to focus on one faculty 
member who had grown professionally over the last few. 
years, and then to identify how they had assisted him or 
her. Second the department heads were asked to de-
scribe behaviors used with the whole department. Finally, 
the excellent chairs were asked what advice they would 
give a new department head on how to assist faculty 
professionally. Chairs identified numerous behaviors that 
would support the "movers", reduce the number and magni-
tude of faculty problems, and foster early detection of 
those that did occur (See Table 9, pp. 92-94). Recommen-
dations were sorted into the following six categories: 
1. Recruitment 
2. Communication 
3. Goals Identification 
4. Support 
5. Evaluation 
6. Recognition 
Recruitment. Chairpersons viewed faculty recruit-
ment as an opportunity to motivate unproductive faculty, 
to bolster faculty morale, and to establish new direction 
in the department. Department heads cited the recruitment 
of "top personnel" as one of their most important tasks; 
some labeling it " ••• the highest priority of the job." 
Communication. Once new faculty were in position, 
their development of faculty continued as chairs estab-
lished open channels of communication, a process requir-
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ing both "time and willingness to listen with understand-
ing and empathy". These department heads communicate 
with faculty frequently and on a regular basis, offer 
suggestions, "do lots of listening", and often use these 
opportunities to reinforce good work or to diagnose or 
discuss problems. Some chairpersons identifed their 
administrative style as "managing by walking around," and 
endeavored to visit with faculty in their office or lab. 
others maintain an "open door policy." 
Formal communication was also deemed important and 
included faculty meetings, newsletters, memos, and re-
treats or planning sessions. Larger departments often 
have more formal methods of communication such as memos 
and newsletters. Information was also often disseminated 
through committee chairs and section leaders. One de-
partment head distributes a small booklet to each faculty 
member annually that includes " ... as much as possible 
about what each of them is doing •.. they can look in there 
and compare themselves to their peers in just about any 
category. This gives them a goal to shoot for." Chairs 
of smaller departments rely more on informal communica-
tion, easily visiting with their faculty "several times a 
week." 
Goals Identification. Department chairpersons cited 
goal identification as a major responsibility of the 
head. Eighty-four percent indicated that new faculty are 
given more individual attention in this regard. Goal 
assessment for established faculty generally occurred 
during the annual evaluation process. 
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Support. Chairs provided frequent encouragement and 
support to faculty to ensure vitality and productivity. 
Several chairpersons characterized their role as "coach" 
in this process of faculty development. Providing finan-
cial support, adequate facilities, equipment, technicians 
and graduate students, for example, was considered imper-
ative, but increasingly difficult due to the current 
fiscal situation at the ten universities represented in 
the study. Other forms of assistance for new faculty 
included providing release time, encouraging and assist-
ing participation in professional societies, assisting in 
grant writing and editing, and helping faculty define 
research direction. All respondents are strong advocates 
of their faculty and communicate frequently with the 
appropriate dean concerning their departmental and indi-
vidual accomplishments. 
Chairpersons support faculty regardless of career 
stage by anticipating potential problems and promoting 
change whenever feasible. Several behaviors were cited by 
the department heads as having some degree of effective-
ness with "stuck" (Kanter, 1979) faculty. Whenever a 
vacancy occurred in the department, one respondent encou-
raged faculty to " ... make shifts, to pursue new areas of 
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interest". He facilitated this change by developing 
"discussion starters", a role description sent to each 
faculty member every fall for the following year. For 
each faculty member, the department head states the gen-
eral functions of their role and introduces some varia-
tion. "I send this out to all faculty ... once they see 
other people start doing things differently, they come in 
and say, maybe I ought to renegotiate my role." A few of 
the chairs counseled "stuck" faculty out of the academic 
environment. Others helped faculty find a "better fit" 
at another institution. For the more vital and produc-
tive faculty member, "getting out of the way" was voiced 
by several department chairs as the "best assistance". 
Evaluation. Department heads advocate frequent or 
continuous feedback to enhance faculty growth and devel-
opment. Rigorous and comprehensive annual evaluation, 
however, is considered a key to faculty vitality and 
productivity. Chairpersons augment the college's system 
of evaluation with their own assessment techniques. In 
one department, faculty rank themselves on the same scale 
as the department chair and defend or discuss their 
rankings during the annual conference. In another de-
partment, a peer review process was initiated for all 
faculty members who have yet to be tenured or promoted. 
One department head indicated that during the annual 
evaluation meeting, " ... this is the first thing they want 
to see." Whitman and Weiss (1982) concur with such 
approaches stating that " ... if there exists one conven-
tional wisdom in the field of faculty evaluation, it is 
that using multiple data sources is desirable" (p. 2). 
Recognition. Recognizing and rewarding faculty was 
viewed as a deterrent to faculty problems and reinforce-
ment for faculty productivity. Forms of recognition 
reported by chairs included early promotion, salary in-
creases, additional funding for teaching and research 
programs, appointment to "select" committees, and nomi-
nation for awards. 
Discussion 
The present study aimed to identify the behaviors 
used by excellent chairpersons to enhance the profes-
sional growth and development of faculty. Analysis of 
the interview responses provide evidence of a pattern of 
behavior used by department heads to assist "troubled" 
faculty. From the identification of a problem, the de-
termination of contributing factors, the continual dia-
logue and counseling, to the implementation of an appro-
priate action plan, chairpersons offered support and 
encouragement to develop new faculty and revitalize the 
"dozer". 
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Averting Problems 
On the whole, department heads were convinced that 
many potential problems could be averted by frequent 
interaction and continual monitoring of faculty perfor-
mance. However, their concern was not just for troubled 
faculty. Chairpersons identified behaviors that would 
support the "movers", reduce the number and magnitude of 
faculty problems, and foster early detection of those 
that did occur. Most of these behaviors were learned "on 
the job" and from other department heads. 
variation in Chairperson Behaviors 
In the view of several researchers (Demerath, Step-
hens, & Taylor, 1967; Hobbes & Anderson, 1971), the 
developmental role of the department head is likely to 
vary from department to department and may be contingent, 
to some degree, on its size (Murray, 1964). In general, 
few differences were noted in strategies and behaviors 
used in the 30 departments represented in this study. 
One advantage of a larger department (greater than 15 
FTE) was the flexibility to adjust and shift appointments 
among faculty, a strategy which was often used to redi-
rect the efforts of a "dozer" or "stuck" faculty member. 
Another notable difference between large and small de-
partments was in the channels of communication. In larg-
er departments, more formal communication was utilized by 
-----------. -._._-----------------------------
department heads. Memos and newsletters were used fre-
quently and responsibility delegated or information dis-
seminated through committee chairs and section leaders. 
Chairs of smaller departments relied more on informal 
communication, easily visiting with their faculty "sev-
eral times a week." 
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Some variance in excellent chair behavior was noted 
based upon the career stage of faculty. Baldwin (1984) 
states that " ... professors progress through a series of 
sequential career stages characterized by different de-
mands, motivations, rewards, and professional development 
needs" (p. 46). Although several of the excellent chairs 
had some knowledge of the adult and career development 
literature (Baldwin, 1979; Freedman, 1979; Levinson, 
1978; Schein, 1978; Weathersby & Tarule, 1980), it ap-
pears that it was more difficult for most chairs to 
identify developmental issues for mid-career and older 
faculty than for those beginning a career. Excellent 
chairs generally spent time with faculty regardless of 
career stage. New faculty, however, were given more 
individual attention due in part to the "rigorous promo-
tion and tenure evaluation." Most chairs did indicate 
concern about the few "stuck" faculty members (usually 
identified as senior faculty) but admittedly spent more 
of their time on productive faculty. One department head 
acknowledged that he didn't devote a large amount of time 
to people who are burned out because "I wouldn't, then, 
have time to spend time on people who are productive." 
Factors Influencing Chairperson Behaviors 
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Declining Resources. A factor that was cited by 
most chairpersons both as influencing the way in which 
they assist faculty, and a major source of dissatisfac-
tion, was the declining resource base. As diminishing 
resources and other environmental conditions in higher 
education continue to deteriorate (Blackburn & Baldwin, 
1983; Kanter, 1979; schuster & Bowen, 1985), department 
heads are faced with the phenomenon of an aging professo-
riate, a drop in real pay and the growing employment of 
part-time faculty (Schuster & Bowen, 1985). These fac-
tors, which cause faculty to see themselves as "stuck" in 
the career structure of the organization (Kanter, 1979), 
challenge department heads to keep faculty vital, produc-
tive members of the department. Most respondents were 
particularly concerned with funding cuts as they adverse-
ly affected their ability to hire and reward good facul-
ty. 
Additionally, diminishing resources was viewed by 
department heads as challenging their power and author-
ity. One respondent noted that " ... in times of contract-
ing resources, the decision-making and the activity of 
those in the central administration becomes greater", a 
phenomena which may adversely affect the development of 
---------------------------------------
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faculty (Hill & French, 1967). Gross and Grambsch (1968) 
concur stating that " ... where chairmen are powerful (re-
lative to their counterparts at other universities); the 
well-being of the faculty receives heavy stress •.. and the 
professional development of the faculty are matters of 
concern" (p. 93). This phenomena of diminishing power is 
particularly distressing to the academic department head 
as he confronts seemingly limitless roles. Several 
chairs concluded that the declining resource base had 
forced them to assume yet another role as "institutional 
fund raiser" just to keep their departments and faculty 
competitive. These and other additional responsibi1i-
ties brought about by the declining resource base severe-
ly limit the amount of time a department head can spend 
on the development of faculty. 
Administrative Support. Another factor identified 
by most excellent chairs as influencing their ability to 
enhance the growth and development of faculty was support 
from higher administration. The importance of effective 
communication between the chairperson and the academic 
dean in this process is difficult to overemphasize 
(Bennett, 1983). One department head noted that " ... an 
informed dean is a supportive dean", and stressed the 
importance of communicating department accomplishments to 
higher administration. Several department heads stated 
that they communicated frequently with the appropriate 
.~~ .... ~ ... - .. ~ .. ---------------------------
dean in an effort to determine the "mood" of the adminis-
tration in matters relating to the department and were 
careful to avoid actions which might be perceived as "end 
runs" around the administration. 
Implications and Recommendations 
The implications of the findings combined with limi-
tations of the study suggest a need for further research 
in several areas. These needs relate primarily to 
training and support of academic department chairpersons 
and include implications for institutional policy and 
practice. 
The sample in this study was restricted to chairs 
from ten of the twelve North Central Region Land-Grant 
Colleges of Agriculture which may not be representative 
of all department chairpersons. Thus, research should be 
expanded to include chairpersons from other colleges in 
land-grant and non-land-grant institutions, both public 
and private. In addition, the study was limited to the 
identification of behaviors used by chairpersons to as-
sist faculty professionally. The research should be 
expanded to include faculty perceptions of chair behav-
iors. 
Despite various frustrations associated with the 
role of academic department head, most participants in 
this study gained sufficient personal satisfaction to 
continue in the headship role. some, however, were 
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anticipating a return to faculty ranks. Research focus-
ing on the special needs of chairs as they return to the 
ranks of faculty is warranted. 
While much has been accomplished in meeting the 
evolving development needs of faculty, attention to the 
state of the professoriate is especially critical today 
as environmental conditions in higher education continue 
to deteriorate (Blackburn & Baldwin, 1983; Schuster & 
Bowen, 1985). Although several of the chairpersons had 
some knowledge of the adult and career development liter-
ature (Baldwin, 1979; Schein, 1978; Weathersby & Tarule, 
1980), most did not. Both chairs and faculty would be 
advised to become more attuned to developmental litera-
ture and methods of enhancing the growth and development 
of mid-career and senior faculty. Future research should 
explore ways in which chairpersons could effectively 
identify the unique needs of these faculty and assist 
them in redirecting their talents in such a manner as to 
once again become vital, productive members of the de-
partment. 
Furthermore, the results of this study suggest 
that chairpersons' effectiveness as faculty developers 
could be enhanced by stronger institutional support. In 
this regard, deans and other administrators in Colleges 
of Agriculture can assist chairpersons in their efforts 
to enhance the professional development of faculty. This 
can be accomplished in several ways. First, institutions 
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should select academic department heads based as much on 
management qualifications as the person's reputation as a 
scholar. To help determine the prospective department 
head's management orientation, search committees should 
develop a series of questions to be used in the interview 
process to determine the candidate's approach to human 
resource management. In addition, the job announcement 
should reflect the value placed upon human resource man-
agement skills by the institution. 
Next, the development of pre-service and in-service 
training directed toward faculty development and other 
issues confronting academic department chairs is warrant-
ed. One proven training ground is the North Central 
Region New Administrator's Workshop. Support for this or 
a similar activity is recommended. New chairperson ori-
entation focusing on human resource management and in-
volving deans, vice chancellors, experienced department 
heads and administrative staff development experts is 
also suggested. Deans would be advised to cover univer-
sity and college policies and procedures as part of this 
orientation process. 
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Additionally, chairpersons should be evaluated for 
their efforts to successfully foster the professional 
development of faculty. Finally, recognition of these 
efforts would demonstrate to both faculty and chairper-
sons the value the institution places on the faculty 
member and his or her professional growth and development. 
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University of 
Nebraska 
Lincoln 
Office of Dean 
103 Agricultural Hall 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0702 
Phone: (402) 472-2201 
of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
of Agriculture 
Dr. 
Department of 
University of wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Dear Dr. 
october 17, 1986 
A research project has been initiated at the University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln to study the practices used by 
"excellent" department chairpersons in Colleges of 
Agriculture to assist faculty growth and development. We 
are asking the Deans of Resident Instruction and Academic 
Department Chairpersons in the North Central Region Land-
Grant colleges of Agriculture to identify three academic 
department chairpersons in their college who have 
significantly enhanced the growth and development of 
faculty. 
The department head role can best be described as multi-
faceted. Four separate sub-roles can be identified: a 
managerial role; a representer role; a professorial role; 
and a development role. We would like you to focus on 
the development role as you identify chairpersons who are 
"excellent" at enhancing the growth and development of 
faculty in their unit. 
Telephone interviews will be conducted; therefore, 
consideration should be given to the availability of the 
department chairpersons to visit with us in late November 
and early December. Please forward the names, addresses 
and phone numbers of the department chairpersons in the 
envelope provided by November 7, 1986. 
You help and that of other Deans and Chairpersons is 
essential to the success of this study. We appreciate 
your assistance. 
If you have any questions, please direct them to the 
project leader, Myra Wilhite at (402) 472-2541. 
Cordially, 
Myra S. Wilhite 
Project Leader 
104 Agricultural Communications 
University of Nebraska 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68583-0918 
i of Nebraska-Lincoln University of Nebraska at Omaha 
T.E. Hartung, Dean 
College of Agriculture 
103 Agricultural Hall 
University of Nebraska 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
68583-0702 
University of Nebraska Medical Center 
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University of 
Nebraska 
Lincoln 
Office of Dean 
103 Agricultural Hall 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0702 
Phone: (402) 472-2201 
of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
of Agriculture 
Dr. 
Department of 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Dear Dr. 
November 7, 1986 
A research project has been initiated at the University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln to study the practices used by 
"excellent" department chairpersons in Colleges of Agri-
culture to assist faculty growth and development. You 
have been identified by your colleagues and administra-
tors within your university as a department chair or head 
who has significantly assisted faculty professionally. 
During the period of November 17 through December 4, 
1986, the project director, Myra Wilhite, would like to 
interview you on the telephone to obtain information 
concerning specific practices you use to assist faculty 
in your unit and the conditions which influence these 
practices. We will be asking you to think of a faculty 
member in your department who you assisted in his or her 
professional growth; and through this method, to discuss 
specific practices you used in this process and condi-
tions which influenced these practices. In addition, I'd 
like to address ways in which you have developed your 
skills in this area and finally what advice you would 
give to new department chairpersons. 
The interview should take about 30 minutes and will be 
scheduled through your secretary for a time convenient to 
you. You may be assured of complete confidentiality. A 
summary of the findings will be provided at the comple-
tion of the study. 
Your help and that of the other "excellent" 
is essential to the success of this study. 
your participation. 
chairpersons 
I appreciate 
If you have any questions, please telephone Myra Wilhite 
at (402) 472-2541 or write me at the address below. 
Cordially, 
Myra S. wilhite 
104 Ag Communications 
University of Nebraska 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68583-0914 
of Nebraska-Lincoln University of Nebraska at Omaha 
T. E. Hartung, Dean 
College of Agriculture 
103 Agricultural Hall 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
68583-0702 
University of Nebraska Medical Center 
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PROTOCOL SHEET 
"Excellent" Chair Study 
I. The questions in this interview are open-ended. Record the respondent's replies right in the ques-
tionnaire in the spaces provided for each question. 
2. After you finish the interview, go back over the notes and make them as understandable as 
possible. 
3. If the chair identifies particular materials (books, checklists) make sure you get the specifics and 
examples if they are available. 
4. When it is necessary to clarify questions, repeat the entire question or relevant part. 
5. Use neutral probing if necessary when the respondent gives an incomplete response or when addi-
tional information is needed. Examples of appropriate probes: 
(a) a pause 
(b) Would you tell me more about your thinking on that? 
(c) Are there any other reasons you feel that way? 
(d) What do you think? OR What do you expect? 
(e) What do you mean? OR How do you mean? 
(f) Are there any other reasons why you feel that way? 
(g) Can you think of any other reasons? 
(h) Is there anything else? 
(i) Can you be more exact? 
6. Thank the department chair and indicate that people will not be identified. 
7. Enter institution and respondent codes and note date and length of interview. 
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
1. INSTITUTION CODE __ _ 3. DATE __ _ 
2. RESPONDENT (R) CODE __ _ 4. LENGTH OF INTERVIEW __ _ 
(min) 
Thanks for agreeing to be interviewed this morning/afternoon. As we indicated in our letter, our 
purpose in this study is to identify ways that department chairs assist their faculty members profes-
sionally, so they are more effective as teachers, as scholars/researchers, and in service. 
You are one of 3 chairs in your college who were specifically identified in our preliminary inquiries 
as being "excellent"-in that you're very successful in assisting and encouraging faculty profes-
sionally. We'd like to find out just what you do to assist faculty, so we can provide advice to depart-
ment chairs generally through the preparation of a handbook. The information you give us will be 
treated in strict confidence. I anticipate that the interview will last about 30 minutes. 
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I want to tell you about the structure of the interview, but before we start do you have any ques-
tions about the project or the interview? 
There will be four sections to the interview. First, I have a few background questions about the 
I department. 
Then I want to focus on one or two faculty members who have really grown professionally over the 
past two or three years, and how you, as the head, assisted them. 
Next, I have some general questions about how you assist faculty and conditions that influence 
your practice. 
Then, I want to talk about your own development, greatest satisfactions and dissatisfactions dur-
ing your administrative career and finally, what advice you would give to a new department head. If 
you're ready, let's begin with some preliminary descriptive questions about your department. 
SECTION A: PRELIMINARY DATA 
AI. How many faculty are in your department? (FTE) 
A2. How were you selected? 
A3. How long have you been in this position? 
A4. How long do you expect to stay in this position? 
A5. Have you had training or previous administrative work to prepare you for this position? 
A6. What is the basic mission of your department? (undergraduate, graduate, both) 
SECTION B: PRACTICES 
BI. Think of a faculty member in your department who you assisted in his/her professional growth. 
O.K. Can ynu tell me about this person? (Probe if necessary to get understanding of the person 
and his/her development). 
B2. Now let's focus on your role as a chair in assisting this person. What was the main way in which 
you helped? 
B3. What other things did you do? (probe as necessary) 
B4. In retrospect, what other things might you have done to assist this person? 
REPEAT THIS PROCEDURE FOR A SECOND FACULTY MEMBER IF TIME PERMITS 
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We've been talking about one person (two people) in your department. Now I want to consider the 
whole department. 
B5. What practices do you use to assist your faculty professionally? 
B6. What approaches have you tried that did not work? (Probe: Why do you feel they did?'t work?) 
B7. Do your practices vary for faculty at different career stages? 
new faculty mid-career senior 
SECTION C: CONDITIONS 
CI. Are there any factors which influence the way you assist faculty? SEEK BOTH POSITIVE 
FACTORS (e.g. a very supportive dean who highly values faculty growth), and NEGATIVE 
FACTORS (e.g. lack of resources). 
factors within the department? 
(e.g. faculty, nature of discipline) 
factors outside the department? 
(e.g. dean, academic administrators, institutional policies or expectations, trends in higher edu-
cation) 
C2. What would be the most helpful thing that could be done that would enable you to assist faculty? 
SECTION D: CHAIRPERSON DEVELOPMENT 
Now I want to look at your own development in, or preparation for, assisting faculty. 
01. How have you developed your own skills and methods in this area? (e.g. trial and error, reading 
[what?], workshops or courses, observation of other chairs) 
02 Where do you go to get information about working with faculty? (books, journals, workshops, 
and so forth) 
SECTION E: DISSATISFACTIONS/SATISFACTIONS 
EI. During your administrative career, what are the 2 or 3 greatest dissatisfactions from your role as 
chair? 
E2. During your administrative career, what are the 2 or 3 greatest satisfactions from your role as 
chair? 
The last question is about advice you might give. 
SECTION F: ADVICE 
FI. What advice would you give a new department chair who asked this question, "What should I 
concentrate on-what should I do-to assist faculty professionally? (seeking the most impor-
tant/effective activities or strategies) 
This concludes the interview. I really appreciate your time and efforts. Thanks! 
